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Abstract

Resource sharing is an important but complex problem to be solved. The problem is exacerbated in a dynamic coalition context, due to multi-partner constraints (imposed by security, privacy and general operational issues) placed on the resources. Take for example scenarios such as emergency response operations, corporate collaborative environments, or even short-lived opportunistic networks, where multi-party teams are formed, utilizing and sharing their own resources in order to support collective endeavors, which otherwise would be difficult, if not impossible, to achieve by a single party. Policy-Based Management Systems (PBMS) have been proposed as a suitable paradigm to reduce this complexity and provide a means for effective resource sharing.

The overarching problem that this thesis deals with, is the development of PBMS techniques and technologies that will allow in a dynamic and transparent way, users that operate in collaborative environments to share their assets through high-level policies. To do so, it focuses on three sub-problems each one of which is related to a different aspect of a PBMS, making three key contributions. The first is a novel model, which proposes an alternative way for asset sharing, better fit than the traditional approaches when dealing with collaborative and dynamic environments. In order for all of the existing asset sharing approaches to comply with situational changes, an extra overhead is needed due to the fact that the decision making centre – and therefore, the policy making centre – is far away from where the changes take place unlike the event-driven approach proposed in this thesis.
The second contribution is the proposal of an efficient, high-level policy conflict analysis mechanism, that provides a more transparent – in terms of user interaction – alternative way for maintaining unconflicted PBMS. Its discrete and sequential execution, breaks down the analysis process into discrete steps, making the conflict analysis more efficient compared to existing approaches, while eases human policy authors to track the whole process interfacing with it, in a near to natural language representation.

The contribution of the third piece of research work is an interest-based policy negotiation mechanism, for enhancing asset sharing while promoting collaboration in coalition environments. The enabling technology for achieving the last two contributions (contribution 2 & 3) is a controlled natural language representation, which is used for defining a policy language. For evaluating the proposed ideas, in the first and third contributions we run simulation experiments while we simulate and also conduct formal analysis for the second one.
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Introduction

The monitoring, control and configuration of large-scale distributed systems and provided services is a complex and daunting affair. Policy-based management systems (PBMS) have been proposed as a suitable paradigm to reduce this complexity. PBMS have been broadly researched the last 20 years exploring their applications in a variety of IT management tasks such as resource access control, database configuration, network administration and provided services planning [15, 59, 97, 107].

Policy rules in the majority of PBMS applications reflect management restrictions with respect to domains such as security, privacy and performance to name only a few. Their main emphasis, as probably could be expected, is on security aspects. A PBMS is rather an abstract term. A general definition in the context of our research domain would be that of a systems’ management framework that consists of two major parts: a) a set of behavioral and functional rules that the managed system must comply with and b) a set of this very system’s resources capable of interpreting and enforcing those rules to themselves.

From an operational point of view, a PBMS provides the IT administrators with an abstraction layer that describes the system to be managed, enabling them to express their high level management goals and objectives through high level policy rules, instead of trying to manage the system at the individual resource level, through fine-grained, targeted scripts. Moreover, it provides a more flexible paradigm for systems management allowing administrators to interfere with them by changing the policies and not
their underlying implementation. Finally, the ultimate goal of a PBMS is to provide a technological layer for making systems automated administration a reality.

1.1 Policy Rules

The cornerstone of any PBMS is the policy rules. Many definitions have been proposed throughout the years trying to capture what a policy is (in the context of PBMS, not from sociological, political and other viewpoints that might have different and broader definitions). Our definition of policy in the narrowed spectrum of PBMS is this of a guide for a system’s actions, towards behaviors that would secure optimal system outcomes. This definition makes clear the separation between management layers that can be expressed through policies referring to both possible layers; a) the more technical extension of policy term which is expressed through the “actions” term of definition, and b) the “behaviors” term that describes the higher/business level management that can be described and enforced through policies. This separation is not binary as policies can be represented at different levels of abstraction (from very technical, to very business oriented). Hence, a PBMS can be composed of policies that range from abstract business goals to device-specific configuration parameters definition.

The four basic grammatical blocks of a policy rule, as described in the majority of the literature and standardization organizations are the policy’s Subject, Target, Action and Condition(s) [64].

- **Subject** is the entity, or a collection of them, that originates an Action.

- **Target** is the entity, or collection of them, that is affected by a policy.

- **Action** entity refers to what is to be done on a system, if the conditions of the policy rule are met.

- **Condition(s)** describe the necessary system state and/or general prerequisites that define whether a policy rule’s actions should be performed.
1.2 PBMS Architecture

The PBMS’ policies are the binding of a set of *Actions* to a set of *Conditions*, where the *Conditions* are evaluated to determine whether policy *Actions* should be performed on policies’ *Targets* by policies’ *Subjects*.

Policies are usually expressed in formal, textual languages called *policy languages*. There is a plethora of policy languages proposed in the literature such as, [24, 26, 55, 69], with different characteristics and formalities based on the purpose that the PBMS they are integrated in intends to manage. A major classification of proposed policy languages lies on whether they support special or more general purpose PBMS.

### 1.2 PBMS Architecture

Apart from the language representation, two other basic building blocks are necessary for the implementation of a PBMS. The first is a formalism to describe the managed system and the second is the reasoning mechanism in charge of evaluating policies on this representation. The formal description of the managed system is the abstract representation of the entities in it and their properties. It also describes system operations formed as sets of relationships between the system’s entities. They are usually expressed through information models or utilizing formal logic representations.

We close the general introduction on PBMS by presenting its architecture as it has been proposed by standardization authorities such as DMTF and IETF and presented in Figure 1.1 [106]. A PBMS, consists of four basic logical components:

1. The policy management tool,
2. The policy repository (PR),
3. The policy enforcement point (PEP), and
4. The policy decision point (PDP)
1.2 PBMS Architecture

The policy management tool is the entry point through which policy makers interface (i.e., write, update and delete) with policies to be enforced on the system. The policy repository is the data storage element where the policies generated by the management tool are held. The PEP is the logical component that can take actions on enforcing the policies’ decisions, while the PDP is the entity that makes these decisions either for itself or for other systems components if it is requested to. As for the PBMS’ operational flow, once policy rules are developed by policy authors they are stored in the PR. Triggered by an event that needs for specific policy rules to be evaluated, the PEP contacts PDP which is responsible for fetching the necessary ones from the PR. Then it evaluates them and decides the actions that need to be enforced on PEP.

Common Open Policy Service (COPS) [33] and Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [18] are two of the most well-known protocols for establishing communication between PBMS’ logical components. The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) [108] has been also proposed and widely used as a suitable protocol for allowing PDP accessing and general maintaining distributed directory information.

Figure 1.1: PBMS Architecture
in PR.

Although the development of a policy-based management framework is outside the scope of this thesis, it is worth to mention here one of the most well-known policy-based management framework, developed by researchers in Imperial College. The work in [25, 32] describes the development of the Ponder policy-based toolkit which provides a platform, based on object-oriented Java implementation. The view of Ponder regarding the concept of a policy is that of an object that describes relationships between subject and target policy blocks. Ponder is maybe the most widely discussed toolkit in the policy-based research community and providing several components it support the entire life-cycle of a policy, covering its development, specification and deployment. Other well-known policy frameworks are the PMAC platform which proposes a generic middleware framework for managing aspects of large-scale distributed systems [4] and the Watson Policy Management Library (WPML), which provides a model and APIs to enable the easy development of software platforms that use policies to define access rights, filtering and any other operation that needs to be dynamically deployed into the enabled platform [102]. Both frameworks were deployed in IBM Watson Research Lab.

1.3 Thesis Overarching Problem

The overarching problem this thesis deals with is the development of PBMS technologies that will allow in a transparent and effective way users that operate in collaborative environments to share their assets through high-level policies. To do so, it focuses on four sub-problems; each one of which deals with a different aspect of PBMS’ operation. Two of the sub-problems (sub-problems 2 & 3) constitute major challenges for the policy-based management community over the last two decades, while the other two (sub-problems 1 & 3) got relatively less attention. However, due to the importance in achieving our primary goal, it was imperative to us to research them. The four
1.3 Thesis Overarching Problem

sub-problems are as follows:

1. A Team-centric policy-based asset sharing in dynamic and collaborative envir-
   onments as presented in Chapter 2.

2. A user-friendly policy language as presented in Chapter 3.

3. An efficient policy conflict analysis mechanism as presented in Chapter 4.

4. An interest-based policy negotiation mechanism for enhancing asset sharing,
   promoting collaboration as presented in Chapter 5.

The key contributions of this thesis are as follows:

1. The proposal of a novel, team-centric model suitable for high-level asset sharing
   in dynamic collaborative environments.

2. The proposal of an efficient mechanism for dealing with the complex task of
   policy conflict analysis, in dynamic collaborative environments.

3. The proposal of a novel interest-based policy negotiation mechanism, for en-
   hancing asset sharing while promoting collaboration in dynamic collaborative
   environments.

We do not consider the proposal of the user-friendly policy language as one of our key
contributions; it mostly provides the enabling technology to our main contributions.
For the evaluation of the proposed mechanisms, in the cases of contributions 1 and 3 we
run simulation experiments while for contribution 2 we conduct formal analysis of the
proposed model’s algorithms as well. The following section describes in more details
the research motivation behind the four pieces of research work and their contribution.
1.4 Research Motivation & Contribution

This thesis deals with four aspects of policy-based management, of systems that operate in dynamic and collaborative environments. This section frames the domain of our research interest, the motivation behind all four pieces of work and it also highlights research contribution. The Introduction Chapter finally, closes presenting in Section 1.5 the structure of the rest of the thesis.

1.4.1 PBMS in Dynamic and Collaborative Environments

What a collaborative and dynamic environment is and where do we meet those environments? Think of unexpected scenarios such as emergency response and humanitarian relief operations, where two or more organizations merge forces and form coalitions to achieve common scenario objectives. Or military operations where multi-national and organizational groups collaborate in order for an operation to be successful. Even the corporate environments, where businesses collaborate sharing for instance, IT services and other resources aiming to achieve higher profits or lower operational costs. Or finally, short-lived, mobile, opportunistic networks comprised of peer members, established for message routing or data sharing. All the above constitute dynamic and complex environments in terms of their management and hence, environments that a policy-based management paradigm would be a good fit for. A dynamic environment is characterized by constant change, activity or progress. Moreover, each one of them rely more or less on multi-party collaboration. The policy-based management, of systems that operate in scenarios such as the aforementioned are the source of our research motivation.

What kind of systems are utilized by collaborating parties on those scenarios and hence on what kind of systems does our policy-based management technologies apply? In emergency response situations supportive systems might include smart environment ecosystems composed of different IT assets such as sensing devices and data storage. In
military scenarios the managed systems might be any kind of Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) infrastructures, while in corporate scenarios, this can be a variety of hybrid cloud services. As it might be inferred the word “system” does not set any limitation on whether it refers to software or hardware infrastructures. Those generic systems can include hard/IT resources as well as soft/human resources too.

The following three Subsections present the research motivation and contribution of all three research pieces we deal with, while the fourth one presents the enabling technology for achieving contributions 2 and 3. Each one of the Subsections utilizes scenarios such as those described above. We do so to show the broad variety of applications our research has in covering different PBMS aspects on a variety of policy-based collaborative environments’ management.

### 1.4.2 Team-centric Asset Sharing in Collaborative Environments

**Motivation**

Advances in information technology including the Internet, sensors and communication protocols, combined with the availability of cheaper computing power set the future for intelligent, interconnected and interacting “smart environments”. Smart environments are ecosystems composed of infrastructures that blend physical and IT assets, wherein sensors, network connectivity and data storage are embedded seamlessly in physical objects such as power grids and buildings, and hold promise for improving the efficiency of our social and economic ecosystems [100]. Smart environments come as a result of an effective integration of planning, construction and management methods prepared for both expected and unexpected events [91].

In unexpected scenarios such as humanitarian relief and emergency response operations, two or more organizations that own and operate disparate sets of IT and infrastructure assets merge forces and form coalitions to achieve common scenario objectives. In such cases, facilitating the collaboration between multiple partners and
establishing trust, while considering issues such as security and privacy, is a precondi-
tion for the successful formation and operation of the multi-organization partnership.
Typically, collaborating partners have their own inherent restrictions, which are stated
as a set of policies including for instance security, privacy and legal policies on how to
share their infrastructures with other organizations.

Recent examples of natural disaster situations, such as those that unfolded during this
year’s Nepal earthquake\(^1\), the 2011 Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster\(^2\) and the dam-
aged utility facilities in the BP oil spill case\(^3\) demonstrated the need for emergency
responders such as first aiders, rescuers and engineers, affiliated with different national
and organizational groups to form cross-organizational teams and share assets in an
ad-hoc manner, in order to provide humanitarian assistance.

Within such stressed environments, assets such as sensors, network and service mon-
itoring systems, as well as data analytics and inference engines, collect, process and
disseminate operational data and insights. These assets are shared across organizations
to enable quick decision making.

Sharing smart environment assets to support multiple concurrent and multi-organization
missions is a non-trivial problem. Collaborating organizations have different back-
grounds (e.g. area of expertise, cultural background) which reduce shared awareness
and understanding of the mission, leading to different decisions about what assets can
be shared, with whom, and when \(^2\). Moreover, asset sharing is a time critical process,
given the highly dynamic environments, thus it needs to be characterized by agility.

**Contribution**

One of the most widespread asset sharing models is the static asset ownership ap-
proach, according to which assets belonging to a collaborative partner may or may
not be shared with other partners, based on pre-defined policies \(^{38}\). We refer to this

\(^{1}\)Nepal earthquake - [http://tinyurl.com/nufg8zg](http://tinyurl.com/nufg8zg)
\(^{2}\)Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster - [http://tinyurl.com/pmqx3lr](http://tinyurl.com/pmqx3lr)
\(^{3}\)Deepwater Horizon oil spill - [http://tinyurl.com/d6qjkfa](http://tinyurl.com/d6qjkfa)
1.4 Research Motivation & Contribution

as *asset-centric* sharing model. However, this approach usually assumes a centralized operation and control center; the decision makers/policy makers in this centralized approach, are senior personnel located away from where the situational changes take place. In order to consider for instance a policy update, given the changes occurring on the operational field, they need to get some input/feedback through vertical communication from lower rank users operating at the edge of the network. Thus, the asset-centric sharing model limits the formation of ad hoc decision making, regarding asset sharing in which membership of assets is highly dynamic and changes frequently. This limitation is further exacerbated in the case where communication to the centralized operations center is intermittent and unreliable.

The first piece of research work in this thesis, proposes a novel asset sharing scheme based on the *Edge C2* model \[43\]. According to this scheme, members from multiple organizations are grouped into cross-organizational teams and share ownership, monitoring and management authority of these assets among themselves, regardless of their organizational affiliation. We call this the *team-centric* sharing model. This approach is made feasible nowadays due to the availability of ad hoc network connectivity \[40\] and distributed middleware infrastructure \[104\], which allow for direct communication and management of assets and services that belong to disparate administrative domains. This new asset sharing approach shifts decision making power regarding access and control of assets to the edge of organizations \[53\], thus allowing for more dynamic formation of teams and assets sharing patterns to emerge.

In \[77\], Pizzocaro et al. proposed a distributed protocol, for addressing the problem of allocating a heterogeneous bundle of sensing assets to a variety of different sensing tasks, with the goal of maximizing the usefulness of assets and satisfying the most critical task requests. They refer to this problem as Multi-Sensor Task Allocation (MSTA). While MSTA was initially designed for sensors, by considering the sensors as sensing services and the sensor bundles as composite services, the algorithm is generally applicable to services-to-task allocation. We formalize, evaluate and compare the two
1.4 Research Motivation & Contribution

aforementioned asset sharing models, investigating their impact on MSTA-P; an asset sharing, policy-enabled version of MSTA protocol. MSTA-P is used herein, as a metric for measuring the performance of asset-centric and team-centric sharing models and is presented in detail in the following section. In particular, this first piece of work makes the following contributions:

1. A formal representation of the two asset sharing models, (asset-centric & team-centric) using predicate logic, which makes them amenable to analysis.

2. The policy-regulated version of asset-task assignment protocol called MSTA-P, which integrates asset sharing policies evaluation.

3. Evaluation and comparison of the asset-centric and novel team-centric asset sharing models using a discrete-time, multi-agent, simulation environment.

We find that while the traditional ownership model allows slightly better performance, the difference is only marginal, so a team-sharing model offers a viable alternative sharing approach.

1.4.3 Controlled Natural Language Policy Representation

In this subsection we make an introduction to the enabling technology for achieving contributions 2 and 3 as described in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively, presenting it through the spectrum of a military scenario.

In military operations accurate, reliable and actionable intelligence is needed in order for those operations to be successful. This intelligence is increasingly produced by ISR systems, which provide key capabilities to the command authorities for intelligence collection, exploitation and battle management. An ISR system can be for example used for border reconnaissance and surveillance or object detection and localization. In aforementioned environments, ad-hoc Communities of Interest (CoIs) act together
to achieve a set of common objectives forming coalitions. Recent history shows that coalition operations are going to be the norm, not the exception [60]. A coalition is a set of organizations that work together usually in peer-to-peer formations where through collective actions, they are able to jointly perform tasks that they would not be able to perform or perform poorly otherwise [49]. Several issues emerge due to the multi-partner dimension of coalitions. Especially in military operations, where ISR resources are nationally-owned and operated systems, their sharing is often limited by security constraints [60], which is a defining factor in the collaboration between coalition partners.

An additional characteristic of the aforementioned environments is that they are highly dynamic. The decision makers operating in such an endeavor are usually required to deal with military, social, political and economic effects to name only a few, taking place simultaneously at the area of operation (AO) [8]. These effects are interrelated and make the environment that the decision makers want to influence more complex and dynamic and at the same time less understood and predictable. The need for agile management of ISR systems is pointed in several studies such as [96]. Several management constraints imposed by security, privacy and general operational issues of such resources in a coalition context are usually regulated by high-level policies enforced through PBMS.

A key step towards the development of PBMS that are able to quickly, easily and distributedly form, reform and negotiate resources management according to high frequency operational changes is to push policy development, and thus, the decision making center close to the source of situational changes in order to reduce the reaction time. The users who first cope with unexpected operational changes are those at or near the edge of the network, so we believe it would be beneficial if they were able to write, update and delete policy rules themselves without waiting for a central authority to approve each management request.

The network Edge C2 approach to designing command and control (C2) concepts, has
Figure 1.2: Pushing the policy-based management at the edge.

become popular in recent years as it involves the empowerment of individuals at the edge of the organization[43]. An emerging issue related to pushing decision making through policy formation at or near the edge, is the technical gap between existing low-level policy languages and non-technical users that operate in these areas. The vast majority of personnel at the organizational edge are not technology experts and so lack technical skills including the technical ability to maintain a PBMS through low-level policy languages. Well-known policy-based management systems such as the WPML[4] currently utilize low-level policy representation such as the Common Information Model Simple Policy Language[5] (CIM-SPL), making it difficult for non-Technical policy makers at the edge to easily maintain a PBMS.

In Figure 1.2 we portray the aforementioned hypothesis and present a centralized and the desired decentralized policy-based management approaches in the operation/organization network. The three axes of the big cube represent the three main features related to policy development in dynamic, coalition environments. First is the user types that operate in such environments in terms of their IT expertise, which varies from Technical to non-technical; second is the place in the organizational network where users operate, which can be anywhere from the center (e.g. a military base) to the very edge (e.g. warfare theater) and finally, the level of the policy language which might have either lower (i.e., technical language representation, easy to be used by IT experts) or higher (i.e., language representation close to natural language, easy to be understood by non-IT experts at the edge) user-friendliness characteristics.

The small cube at the left-bottom corner, represents the current state of PBMS, which are used by technical users, who operate near or at the center of the organizations, using low-level policy languages and are cumbersome for highly dynamic military environment. The small cube at the right-top corner, represents the problem space in which our contribution is situated; a PBMS, which is able to cope with highly dynamic environments by enabling the policies’ development by non-technical users, who operate near or at the network edge, using user-friendly policy languages. The left-bottom corner cube represents a centralized directive management system based on the industrial age model, while the the right-top corner one represents a decentralized, emergent management system based on the information age model [88].

It is worth noting that the axes of the big cube in Figure 1.2 are not binary. The users can span from IT experts to users who lack any technical skills including those with different technical knowledge levels. We claim that a user-friendly policy can empower non-technical users (e.g. military planners and intelligence analysts), while at the same time cause no loss of technical users’ expressiveness power (i.e., power provided via usage of low-level policy languages). As far as the organization network is concerned we focus on easing users with the maintenance of PBMS that operate at any place in
between the military headquarters and the head of a battlefield operation.

We utilize CE as a means to define a policy representation that is both human-friendly and unambiguous for computers. CE is a human understandable version of Common Logic that is used here for expressing and enforcing a set of high-level (in terms of interface level with the user) management goals. CE and CE policy language are ontological-based models, that utilize semantics for representing domains and policy rules that govern them. The claim in [94], that a semantically oriented PBMS:

- eases the reduction of human error,
- simplifies policy analysis,
- reduces policy conflicts, and
- facilitates interoperability

reflects our point of view regarding formal representation of PBMS.

This piece of research work is to investigate whether CE is expressive enough to capture a variety of high-level, attribute-based, authorization policies related to a collaborative operation scenario and provides the enabling technology to our contributions regarding policy analysis and policy negotiation.

1.4.4 Policy Conflict Analysis in Collaborative Environments

Motivation

Despite the efforts of the last two decades from both academic and industrial sides, PBMS have not yet reached an adequate level of maturity that would make them applicable out of the box in scenarios such as the aforementioned ones. Thus, it is still difficult for system administrators to broadly taste the potential benefits that PBMS can bring towards effective and automated systems management. One of the reasons
of PBMS’ poor adoption is that it is difficult to develop and maintain them while guaranteeing integrity in terms of policy conflicts. Policy conflicts in general occur when two or more policies are applied simultaneously on the same resource and their resulting actions contradict with each other, leading to unpredictable system behavior. We can parallel them to the bugs in software development which are responsible for making systems to behave in unintended ways [58].

This thesis focuses on policy-based management of systems that operate in collaborative environments. The probability of conflicting policies’ occurrence in such environments is high. The definition of a policy, as presented earlier in this chapter, is this of a guide for a system’s actions, towards behaviors that would secure optimal system outcomes. In a collaborative environment the clear definition of an optimal system outcome, can be a challenging process, leading to conflicting policies. This may be, because partners come into collaboration with different perspectives, adding new dimensions to the process of collaboration; or due to the fact that different partners have their unique objectives and goals, which often try to keep them secret by other collaborators. Partners are also possible to have different backgrounds and expertise, or cultures and maybe speak different languages, which makes them sharing different understandings regarding systems’ management. It is intuitively understood that multi-partner environments, implies a negative impact on the development and maintenance of unconflicted PBMS [7] especially when partners can be periodically involved in an operation, while it is possible for the same partners to be adversaries in another.

An additional characteristic of the environments that we look into is that they are highly dynamic. Therefore a dynamic policy-based management schema is imperative requiring dynamic policy rules writing and update. The complexity of highly dynamic environments cannot secure policy rules to be stable throughout the operations and requires them to change accordingly. As it is stated in [95] and it is also used as a conventional wisdom phrase “with change comes conflict”. Thus, the dynamic policy-based management schema adds an extra barrier on the implementation and maintenance of
unconflicted PBMS making it a more challenging process, increasing the frequency of conflicting relationship between policies.

Finally, the users that operate on the environments that this thesis deals with, namely the policy authors are often not IT experts. Trying to reduce the response time in having valid and timely policy making, we encourage the push of the system’s policy-based management near or at the network’s edge where non-technical users operate. Consequently, an additional goal is the implementation of a policy conflict analysis mechanism that provides the means to non-IT experts to cope in a user friendly way with the complex task of conflict free PBMS maintenance.

**Contribution**

Responding to the characteristics of the environments that we look into, the second piece of research work presents a policy conflict analysis model, utilizing Controlled English (CE) [66]. CE is a form of Controlled Natural Language (CNL), namely a close to natural language representation, which is understood by English speaker users and processable by machines. In CE, domain model definition and policy rules can be precisely expressed while the CE reasoner enables the policy rules evaluation on the domain model. We utilize this CNL representation to propose a policy language as it is presented later.

As stated in [101], from a human input standpoint, a high-level policy language should be expressed in terms of natural language input. Adopting this opinion, a semiautomatic (i.e., a mechanism that needs input from human for its execution), policy conflict analysis tool, which interacts with human users through CNL representation, is a better fit especially when users are not technology experts.

Coping with highly dynamic and heterogeneous environments, in terms of policy authoring authorities, which consequently implies a potentially highly conflicting PBMS, we need a time efficient policy conflict analysis mechanism. Exploiting the semantics of CE and combining it with its hybrid ways of reasoning, provides us with a set of
tools for developing time efficient, discrete and sequentially executed policy conflict analysis algorithms as presented in Chapter 4. Finally, the proposed policy conflict analysis tool is by nature discipline independent and can be used in generic PBMS middleware.

Summarizing the contribution of this second piece of research work, we propose an efficient and generic policy conflict analysis tool, capable of scaling better when the complexity of the managed system increases as far as the number of its entities is concerned compared to the naive pairwise approaches. Enumerating the pieces of contribution those are:

1. Proposal and theoretical analysis of CE-based policy conflict analysis algorithms.

2. Comparison of CE-based with existing approaches, focusing on execution time complexity.

3. CE-based policy conflict analysis prototype.

1.4.5 Interest-based Negotiation for Policy-based Asset Sharing

Motivation

Negotiation is a form of interaction usually expressed as a dialogue between two or more parties with conflicting interests that try to achieve mutual agreement about the exchange of scarce resources, resolve points of difference and craft outcomes that satisfy various interests. In order to cooperate and search for mutual agreements, the involved parties make proposals, trade options and offer concessions. The automation of the negotiation process and its integration with autonomic, multi-agent environments has been well-researched over the last few decades [46, 99].

The theoretical approaches for automated negotiation can be classified into three major categories: (1) game theoretic (2) heuristic, and (3) argumentation based [46]. The
first two represent traditional, bilateral negotiation mechanisms wherein each negotiation party exchanges offers aiming to usually satisfy their own interests. Both approaches fall under the broader spectrum of position-based negotiations (PBN), where participants attack the opposing parties’ offers, trying to convince them for the suitability of their own ones. Typically these approaches are formalized as search problems in the space of possible deals by focusing on negotiation objectives.

Argumentation-based negotiation (ABN) has been introduced as a means to enhance automated negotiation by exchanging richer information between negotiators. Interest-based negotiation (IBN) is a type of ABN that describes a mechanism where negotiating agents exchange information about the goals that motivate the negotiation action [37, 72]. IBN unlike PBN tackles the problem of negotiation by focusing on “why negotiate for” rather than on “what to negotiate for”, aiming to lead negotiating parties to win-win solutions.

Multi-party teams are often formed to support collective endeavors, which otherwise would be difficult, if not impossible, to achieve by a single party. In order to support such activities, resources belonging to collaborating partners are shared among the team members. Mechanisms to share resources in this context are actively and broadly explored in the research community. This is due to the impact that different sharing modifications (what to share, with who, when and under what conditions) can bring into the collaboration, with respect to domains such as security, privacy and performance to name only a few.

Consider for instance the following scenarios: a) the resource sharing in corporate environments such as the recent MobileFirst partnership between IBM and Apple where cloud and other services are shared in a daily basis; or b) a short-lived, mobile, opportunistic network comprised of a few peer members, established for message routing or data sharing. In all cases, access control mechanisms that specify resource sharing, need to be implemented for establishing smooth collaboration. A suitable mechanism

for managing access control on resources of such systems is a policy-based management system (PBMS). The PBMS in general, provides systems administrators with a programable, abstraction layer of the system to be managed, enabling them to express high level management goals and objectives through high level policy rules. The more strict the partners’ policy rules are, the higher the barriers towards collaboration are set. Thus, the need for a framework for enabling authorization policy negotiation in multi-party, cooperative and dynamic environments is imperative in order for those strict policy rules to be refined accordingly promoting collaboration.

**Contribution**

The third piece of research work presents a novel, interest-based policy negotiation mechanism for enabling authorization policy negotiation in multi-party, cooperative and dynamic environments. It focuses on policy makers who are not necessarily experts in either IT or negotiation techniques. To the best of our knowledge there is no mature work done on policy negotiation. The vast majority of automated negotiation work: a) deals with autonomous, multi-agent environments, b) utilizes PBN approaches and c) invariably ignores the special characteristics of multi-party, collaborative environments.

It is our belief that by understanding the interests behind collaborating parties’ policies and by crafting options that can meet their asset sharing requirements, IBN could provide a negotiation mechanism, that promotes good collaboration unlike PBN, which inadvertently creates adversarial negotiation atmosphere. Moreover, the PBN paradigm with its fixed, opposing positions is a cumbersome negotiation method to cope with dynamic environments [46]. From an architectural point of view the proposed negotiation mechanism can operate in parallel to a PBMS. Briefly, the policy IBN considers an approach that proposes modification of strict policies, in order to increase overall usability of collaborators’ assets while remaining faithful to existing authorization policies. The main contributions of this of work are as follows:

1. Definition of an interest-based authorization policy negotiation model.
2. Specification of an architecture for its integration with PBMS.

3. Evaluation of policy IBN behavior through simulation experiments.

1.5 Thesis Structure

Chapter 2 deals with the high-level, policy-based asset sharing in collaborative environments. In Section 2.2 we discuss previous work on asset sharing policies in multi-partner, collaborative operations and analyze our approach to emerged issues in the context of mobile, multi-agent environments. In Section 2.3 we formalize the proposed asset sharing policies, while in Section 2.4 we briefly present the MSTA, and we propose the policy-regulated MSTA-P protocol. Section 2.5 describes the experiments through which we evaluate and compare the sharing models using a simulation environment and in Section 2.6 we present the simulation’s results. In Section 2.7 we discuss and conclude the chapter.

Chapter 3 presents the CE policy language. In Section 3.2 we present well known policy languages. In Section 3.4 we discuss the strengths of Edge C2 approach, we compare a CE-based policy language, in terms of user friendliness, with a well-known predecessor and we highlight the benefits of Edge C2 using CE as policy representation. In Section 3.5 we define and develop in CE a domain model to capture the multi-partner sharing aspects of a coalition operation. In Section 3.6 we demonstrate the expressiveness of CE as a policy language by developing and executing on the model a variety of attribute-based authorization rules.

Chapter 4 deals with CE-based policy conflict analysis. Section 4.2 presents prior work on policy conflict analysis and compares it to the proposed high-level approach. Section 4.3 presents the characteristics of high-level policy conflict analysis, it summarizes the CE policy language, classifies the potential policy conflicts and highlights the strength and weaknesses of the conflict analysis model. Section 4.4 demonstrates
the conflict analysis’ architecture, presents a theoretical analysis of prerequisites for policy conflicts occurrence and closes with the algorithmic steps. In Section 4.5 we describe the experiments through which we evaluate our model and present the evaluation results comparing it with a naive conflict analysis approach.

Chapter 5 copes with interest-based negotiation for policy-based asset sharing. Previous literature on policy negotiation approaches is discussed in Section 5.2 while Section 5.3 presents a walkthrough of a policy negotiation scenario. Section 5.4 describes the policy negotiation framework, the policy language, and its interface to PBMS by means of an architectural overview. Section 5.5 presents the algorithmic steps for IBN achievement through policy refinement and in Section 5.6 we evaluate the proposed IBN approach.

Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes this thesis’ contribution and outlines future research directions.
Team-centric Asset Sharing in Collaborative Environments

2.1 Introduction

The management of smart environment assets in multi-partner collaboration scenarios, where different sets of assets are owned and operated by different partners, is a non-trivial problem due to the highly interacting and interrelating entities that exist in them and different asset sharing policies applied by collaborating partners.

This piece of research work formalizes, evaluates and compares two asset sharing models, investigating their impact on MSTA-P, a policy-enabled version of an existing asset-task assignment protocol. The first sharing policy, is based on a traditional asset ownership model where assets belong to a collaborative partner and may or may not be shared with other partners, and the second is based on an edge, team-centric model, where users are grouped into cross-partner teams and as team members they have access to assets belonging to all the partners participating in team. We find that the traditional ownership model allows slightly better performance. However, the novel, team-centric approach, presents a more focused sharing model, providing access to the most qualified users, and has a low-overhead when applied in highly dynamic, multi-partner environments, where asset sharing policies need to change frequently. We conclude that team-centric sharing model offers a viable alternative sharing approach.
2.2 Background & Related Work

Organizations in collaborative operations commonly work in peer-to-peer formations and act as servers and/or clients providing and/or consuming information resources provided by others. In order for a coalition to operate effectively, it is necessary for information to move across the organizations’ boundaries in an efficient and secure manner [73]. Thus, coalition partners need to develop a number of constraints, which regulate access control on their resources in order to build trust and confidence among the coalition and establish smooth collaboration. The scenarios that we consider are highly dynamic therefore, collaborating partners need to be able to share their resources in a dynamic manner. Partners can be periodically involved in an operation, while it is possible for the same partners to be adversaries in another. The sharing restrictions are expressed by policies enforced through PBMS.

Some of the most well known approaches for asset sharing in multi-organisational environments are represented in [34, 36, 54, 68]. In particular, [34] proposes a sharing model where new collaborative members can only have access to a specific resource if they are first invited by an authorized asset owner partner. Authors in [68], propose an asset sharing approach based on user profile model. This role-based framework combines users’ characteristics such user IP address with other environmental parameters such as spatiotemporal data in order to profile a user and decide whether to allow or deny access to the owning resources. Work in [54], proposes an access control mechanism based on a concept-level semantic model, which grants access to different resources to requesting users considering different sets of semantic relationships between owner and requestor, supported by an ontology. The proposed model first identifies the relationships among concepts, then categorizes them and proposes sharing policies based on these categories of relationships. The approach proposed in [36] is based on automated trust negotiation model. In particular the authors focus on a type of contract in which collaborating partners mutually agree to make available some amount of specified resource over a given time period.
In scenarios that this chapter deals with, mobile, multi-agent entities are involved. Thus, the modality with which the entities/users may move on the operational field, can be a factor that affects the asset sharing models’ behavior, so we believe it needs to be investigated too. Several sophisticated mobility models associated with scenarios we study have been proposed in the literature. For example, [57] analyses a model where the users traverse an unsecured area along the same path one team at a time until the frontal team arrives somewhere secured. Authors in [62] instead, propose a mobility modeling framework based on fundamental environmental factors such as targets, obstacles and dynamic events occurrence in it. We test our sharing policies by applying and comparing two mobility models as explained in detail in following section named Moving user model and Moving team model.

Although all the above asset sharing models cope with the problem of resources and services sharing among collaborating organizations in a secure and confidential manner, they do not address directly highly dynamic environments. Thus, they are likely to fail or encounter difficulties in being applied to those cases. In order for all of them to comply with the situational changes, an extra overhead is needed due to the fact that the decision making centre – and therefore, the policy making centre – is far away, (e.g. in terms of spatial or chain of command distance) from where the changes take place. Differently, the team-centric sharing model proposed in this thesis does not present any overhead regardless the frequency of the environmental changes. The teams on the edge of the network – being event-driven entities – are formed, reformed or disassembled as a response to situational changes. Therefore, sharing policies based on a team-centric model are always up-to-date to the unfolding operations.

\[\text{In this thesis we use the terms sharing policy and sharing model interchangeably}\]
2.3 Asset Sharing Policy Models

In this chapter we present the novel, team-centric model; a sharing model suitable for high-level, policy-based, asset sharing in dynamic and collaborative environments and we compare it with the traditional asset ownership approach under the spectrum of a smart environment asset sharing scenario. The asset sharing policies that we formalize and compare in this work are binary; that is, they either give full or no access to services provided by assets unlike non-binary ones, which using techniques such as obfuscation [16], can grant access to subsets of assets’ available services/capabilities.

The first asset sharing policy model is based on the traditional ownership approach. It considers a model making resources either available for any involving partner to use or alternatively reserving them for the exclusive use of the owning partner. We experiment with different sharing levels by allowing collaborative organizations to share different proportions of the assets they own. We refer to this policy model as Asset-centric sharing.

In a typical multi-partner operations usually there are number of smaller, more focused formations, which are dynamically created in response to an on the field event and execute concurrent missions for only a short time [75]. In the second sharing model, we assume collaborative partners sharing none of their owning resources “by default” – that is we abandon the asset-centric sharing model. Instead, we introduce a mechanism of cross-partner formations (i.e., small, focused formations), which we call teams. Following the Edge C2 model it allows users who participate in the same team to share assets freely [8]; therefore, team members have access to all assets owned by any organization represented in the team. We call this Team-centric sharing policy model and we experiment with a variety of sharing levels by applying different degrees of homogeneous (i.e., teams comprised of members from a single partner) & heterogeneous (i.e., teams comprised of members from two or more partners) teams.

In unexpected scenarios such as humanitarian relief and emergency response opera-
tions, two or more organizations that own and operate disparate sets of IT and infra-
structure assets, merge forces and form coalitions to achieve common scenario ob-
jectives. Below we present a formal representation of the sharing policies using the
following predicates. Suppose U, U’ are users that operate on the field. A is a smart
environment asset deployed on the field, owned by a user. P is a coalition partner (in
the context of an emergency response operation the coalition partners can be for in-
stance the Police force and the Red Cross), and T is a team of users (i.e., cross partner,
small, focused formations).

canAccess(U, A) == true iff U can access asset A
hasPartner(U, P) == true iff U belongs to partner P
ownsAsset(P, A) == true iff partner P owns asset A
hasTeam(U, T) == true iff U is member of team T

**Asset-centric sharing policy:**

canAccess(U, A) iff

hasPartner(U, P) ∧ ownsAsset(P, A)

**Team-centric sharing policy:**

canAccess(U, A) iff

hasTeam(U, T) ∧ hasTeam(U’, T) ∧ hasPartner(U’, P)
∧ ownsAsset(P, A)

### 2.4 MSTA-P Protocol

This section describes the MSTA protocol and presents the new, policy-regulated ver-
version of it named MSTA-P. We also define the variables we consider for the evaluation
Algorithm 2.1: Initial Negotiation

1: for all $A$ within $SR$ do
2:   if canServe($A$, $T$) then
3:       addBundle($B_{AT}$)
4:       calculateUtility($B_{AT}$)
5:       distributeBundle($B_{AT}$)

and comparison of the formalized sharing models measuring the impact they have on the MSTA-P protocol’s performance. MSTA as presented in [77], is a distributed protocol for automated allocation of sensors to the tasks they best serve, considering the task information requirements and the sensor capabilities. As it was mentioned in introduction, while the MSTA protocol is designed for sensors-tasks allocation, we claim that it can be applied to general services provided by any smart environment assets, if one considers sensors bundles as sets of composite, asset provided, sensing services. For that reason herein, we assume a broader MSTA’s application domain, considering it as a protocol not just for sensor-task, but general asset-task allocation.

The initial MSTA distributed protocol runs on two main entities; a) the user devices (e.g. smart phone or tablet) and b) the smart environment assets and it consists of two main stages:

- **The initial negotiation stage**: the user devices, respond to user generated tasks requests, compute the best set of assets which may satisfy the request, and distribute the generated bids to this optimal set of asset bundle.

- **The bundle formation stage**: the assets decide upon which bundle to join in order to serve a particular task, giving priority to the most important tasks to which they can provide the highest average utility.

Algorithm 2.1 performs the steps of MSTA initial negotiation stage. When a user creates a new task their device queries the assets within a range of the geographical area.
Algorithm 2.2: Bundle Formation

1: sort($B_{AT}$, $L[n]$)
2: for all $A$ of bundle $B$ do
3: 	if isFree(A) then
4: 	accept($L[B_1]$)
5: 
6: 	if calculateUtility($B_1$) $>$ calculateUtility($B_{current}$) then
7: 	accept($L[B_1]$)
8: 
9: 	else
10: 	return busy

Algorithm 2.2 performs the steps of MSTA bundle formation stage. At this stage each asset node keeps a list $L[n]$ of bids in which it is involved. The list is sorted by decreasing average contribution, meaning the bundle utility divided by number of assets composing the bundle. If an asset is currently not serving any task (i.e., it is free) then it accepts to serve the first bid of the list. Otherwise, if it is currently allocated to a task it will only be preempted from the current and accept serving the new one if the contribution to the new task is strictly greater than the current one (i.e., $utility_{new} >> utility_{current}$). If any one of the assets in the bundle does not accept to serve the task then a new bid (i.e, new pair of assets bundle, joint utility) is created and distributed by the initial negotiation stage Algorithm 2.1.

Each task in the protocol, amongst other features (task priority, utility demand and area
Algorithm 2.3: MSTA-P

1: for all $A$ within $SR$ do
2: if canAccess(U, A) then
3: addCandidateAsset(A)
4: for all candidateAsset[A] do
5: if canServe(A, T) then
6: addBundle($B_{AT}$)
7: calculateUtility($B_{AT}$)
8: distributeBundle($B_{AT}$)

of interest) is characterized by two additional variables. The expiration time, which is a deadline within which the task must be supported by an assets bundle or alternatively must be dropped and the duration time, which defines the time during which the task remains active on the field. Each task’s expiration time is equal to half of its duration time, which is randomly chosen between 10 and 20 timesteps. Given that the available resources are scarce, we assume that a subset of created tasks will not be supported, which implies a set of dropped tasks. A task is considered dropped (i.e., unsupported by the smart environment network), if there are no available resources to satisfy the task’s utility demand in the initial negotiation stage, or if no resource can provide support to the task on time, during the bundle formation stage. We refer to the set of these tasks as dropped tasks.

In order to make the MSTA protocol policy-enabled and integrate different sharing policies within it, we need to modify its initial negotiation stage. Thus, we propose the MSTA-P protocol as presented in Algorithm 2.3. The policies evaluation is the first process executed in the protocol after the creation of a task. When the users create a new task, their devices query the assets within the area of interest in order to create assets bundle able to serve the task. The sharing policies are evaluated at this step taking into account if the tasks’ creator users can access a specific asset, based on the sharing policies set by coalition partners (i.e., if $canAccess(U, A) == true$). As a result
of the policies’ evaluation is the creation of a list of assets that could be accessed by the task’s creator. We call this set of assets candidate assets per task. Therefore, the sharing policies, affect the assets bundles creation by limiting the number of assets a user can access based on the applied sharing policies. The second stage of the protocol is executed as explained before.

In next section we use these two variables, the candidate assets per task and the dropped tasks % as indicators of the protocol’s performance, which is used as a metric for the evaluation of the proposed sharing policies.

### 2.5 Policies Evaluation & Comparison

For the implementation of MSTA-P protocol and the evaluation and comparison of the formalized asset sharing models we use REPAST Symphony\(^2\), an open source agent-based and discrete time simulation environment. We use the simulation platform to simulate a smart environment network, composed of heterogeneous static “smart” infrastructures and mobile users. We keep the task creation (i.e., users demand for asset services) rate stable at arrival rate equal to 1 task per timestep and we repeat each simulation 10 times for 10000 timesteps averaging the measurements.

Implementing a multi-partner operation scenario we assume 2 partners (partner A and partner B), 250 static assets and 50 mobile user nodes, which are randomly deployed on a 2D grid of 500m x 500m. The users are equally distributed to each partner (partner A = 25 users, partner B = 25 users). In the experiments where the team-centric sharing model is tested, teams are formed at the first timestep and they are maintained identical until the end without any changes. Each team consists of minimum two members while there is no upper bound on each team’s size. They may consist of users of the same or both partners depending on whether a team is homogeneous or heterogeneous (as explained above).

\(^2\)repast.sourceforge.net - last checked September 28th, 2015
All the users are identical (e.g. same capabilities, responsibilities) apart from one user for each team who is the team creator and leader. At the beginning of the simulation (i.e., simulation’s first timestep) 25 out of 50 users are randomly selected as candidate team leaders. Each one of them consecutively queries the nearby users within a radius of 100m in order to create a team. We call this radius Team Range = 100m (TR). If the queried users are free (i.e., do not belong to any team), the team leader adds them to their team. Each user belongs to maximum 1 team at a time, while there are users who do not belong to any team (see section 5.6.2).

As far as the mobility of the users is concerned, we test our sharing model by applying two models. In the first, the mobile user nodes are free to move with no constraints using a random waypoint mobility model. In this case the mobile nodes move independently of other nodes and we refer to this as Moving User Model. In the second we apply a more realistic mobility approach inspired by the nomadic community model [9], which is usually applied in operational environments like the ones we study. In such cases where teams of users collaborate, chasing common objectives it is likely for the users to follow the team leader (i.e., team creator). Therefore, in this model there is a spatial dependency among node’s movement and we refer to this as Moving Team Model.

In order to have a complete picture of the sharing policies’ effect on the MSTA-P performance, we experiment in the first sharing model by linearly varying the sharing level, starting from 0% sharing ratio (i.e., minimum sharing level where none of the smart environment assets are shared with other non-owning partners) and we increase this ratio by 25% for each experiment until 100% sharing ratio (i.e., maximum sharing level where partners share all of the smart environment assets they own) is reached. In the second sharing model we experiment with the degree of the homogeneous and heterogeneous teams operating on the field. We start with 0% heterogeneous teams (i.e., minimum sharing level) and we increase the ratio linearly by 25% for each experiment until we reach 100% heterogeneous teams (i.e., maximum sharing level). 0% hetero-
geneity means that all the teams in the field are homogeneous and 100% heterogeneity means that all the teams are heterogeneous. In essence, by increasing the degree of teams’ heterogeneity, indirectly we increase the overall shared assets but unlike the first sharing model we do so through teams.

Comparing the two sharing approaches the minimum possible sharing level of asset-centric sharing model (i.e., partners share none of their owning resources) is equivalent to having 0% heterogeneous teams on the field in team-centric sharing model. Conversely, the maximum sharing level of asset-centric sharing model (i.e., partners share all of their owning resources) is equivalent to having 100% heterogeneous teams in team-centric sharing model.

For the evaluation and comparison of the sharing models considered in MSTA-P, we run five sets of experiments. In the first and second set, presented in Figure 2.2 we experiment with the two different sharing models (asset-centric versus team-centric model) respectively. In both experiments, the 250 asset nodes are equally distributed to the collaborating partners (partner A owns 125 assets, partner B owns 125 assets) and we apply the Moving User Model as the user nodes’ mobility model. In all Figures the error bars on clustered column charts represent (+/-) 1 Standard Deviation.

In the third set of experiments, represented by Figure 2.3 we experiment with the team-centric sharing approach and we compare how the 2 different user mobility models (Moving User Model & Moving Team Model) affect its behavior. In the second model the mobile user nodes, members of a team are restricted to move within a radius of TR (100m) from their mobile team leader.

In the fourth set of experiments, represented by Figure 2.4 we focus on the team-centric sharing model and we make three different assumptions in terms of asset ownership proportion. In the first case the resources are equally owned by the partners 50% - 50% (as in previous experiments), in the second case the asset distribution is 25% - 75% and in the third and most extreme case, the distribution is 100% - 0%. The 50% - 50% case means that each of the two partners owns half of the smart environment’s as-
sets, while in the 100% - 0% distribution only one of the partners owns all the available resources. We do so in order to measure the team-centric policy behavior in extreme ownership-proportion conditions. User nodes move under Moving User Model.

In the fifth set of experiments, represented by Figure 2.5, we apply again the 50%-50% asset ownership case while the user nodes move under Moving User Model and we measure the average proportion of the “domestic” and “foreign” assets that are overall accessed by users. Domestic assets represent the assets that have the same origin as the user to whom they provide services; foreign assets instead, represent those that are owned by different partner. We use the proportion of the “domestic” and “foreign” assets as a metric for defining the efficiency of the proposed asset sharing models. We assume that the larger the proportion of the foreign assets, the more efficient the sharing model is.

Figure 2.1: Teams statistics: Number of Homogeneous/Heterogeneous teams & teams’ Joined Users.
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Figure 2.1 shows the teams’ creation statistics, which are related to all the sets of experiments where teams are involved. We present this figure because the performance of the team-centric sharing model is fully associated with the number of users involved in teams. We note that as the degree of teams’ heterogeneity increases, the total number of users involved in teams increases as well. This is due to the restrictive “users from the same partner” condition that applies in the homogeneous teams’ formation. As it is shown the number of joined users is $\sim 38$ for 0% heterogeneous teams and $\sim 44$ for 100% heterogeneous teams while the overall average proportion of users joined to teams is near 80% of the total users. Additionally, the average number of users per team (i.e., $\frac{\text{JoinedUsers}}{\text{TotalTeams}}$) increases, while the degree of teams heterogeneity increases as well. Thus, the average number of users per team is 3.3 for 0% and 4.6 for 100% teams heterogeneity.

Figure 2.2 shows the comparison of the two sharing policy models (see experiment set 1 & 2 in Section 2.5). In this experiment we measure the MSTA-P protocol performance under different sharing ratios applied on the asset-centric model and different degrees of homogeneous-heterogeneous teams in team-centric model. Both of them have the same starting point because we start with the minimum sharing level (0% asset sharing ratio & 0% teams heterogeneity).

More in details in asset-centric approach when the sharing ratio is at its maximum (i.e., 100%), the number of candidate assets per task is twice as much as when the sharing ratio is at its minimum level (i.e., 0%). The difference in dropped tasks proportion is even larger. The total dropped tasks when the sharing ratio is at its maximum are almost 8 times smaller compared to when the sharing ratio is at its minimum. Moreover, we observe that the difference of candidate assets per task and dropped task proportion moving from 75% to 100% assets sharing ratios is significantly smaller compared to when we move to higher sharing ratios at lower sharing levels (e.g. from 0% to 25%). The margin between 75% and 100% is 2 assets per task and 3% units in dropped tasks,
Figure 2.2: Asset-centric vs. team-centric sharing models: effect on candidate assets per task and dropped tasks %.

while the margin moving from 0% to 25% sharing ratios is 11 assets per task and 10% units in dropped tasks. Therefore, the protocol seems to perform better, with short variation, in asset-centric approach for sharing ratios larger than 75%.

As for the team-centric model, in 100% heterogeneous teams case, the number of candidate assets per task almost doubles and the dropped tasks is three times smaller in comparison to when the degree of team heterogeneity is 0%. Moreover, in the team-centric sharing model we obtain that by increasing the team heterogeneity ratio (i.e., increasing the sharing level), we observe a quasi-linear increase in the number of can-
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didate assets per tasks and symmetrically a quasi-linear decrease in the number of dropped tasks, as opposed to asset-centric approach, which follows more of a quasi-logarithmic pattern when increasing linearly the sharing ratio.

![Team-centric sharing model: effects of different Mobility models](image)

**Figure 2.3: Team-centric sharing model: effects of different Mobility models**

Overall, the first approach seems to be more effective than the second one, especially as far as the dropped task is concerned. In fact the proportion of the dropped tasks, when the level of both sharing policies reaches its maximum, is less than 5% in the asset-centric approach and more than 10% in the team-centric approach. This is due to the fact that only an average of 80% of the users belong to teams. The 80% team membership implies that another 20% of the users is not involved into teams, given the team formation mechanism explained in simulation setup. This in practice, means that
there is a portion of users (i.e., 20% of the total number) that does not benefit from the team-centric model’s sharing capability. Thus the impact on dropped task proportion.

In Figure 2.3 we compare the MSTA-P protocol performance with two different mobility models when adopting the team-centric sharing model (see experiment set 3 in Section 2.5). The results indicate that the protocol behaves slightly better when the Moving Team Model is applied, displaying for each of the different team heterogeneity degrees an average of 1 additional available candidate asset per task and 2% less dropped tasks, compared to the unconstrained mobility model. Therefore, the Moving Team Model seems to be a more effective mobility model in multi-partner operations compared to the random waypoint Moving User mobility model.

In Figure 2.4 we test how the team-centric sharing model copes with different and more extreme ownership proportions (see experiment set 4 in Section 2.5). In each of the three ownership cases the proportion of the assets that can be accessed by users on the field is stable at 50% of the total when 0% asset sharing ratio is applied. For this reason by increasing the degree of teams’ heterogeneity the candidate assets per task variable is almost equal for each one of the ownership cases following a quasi-linear increase pattern. As for the dropped tasks % variable, when the degree of team heterogeneity is at its minimum (i.e., 0%), the margin of dropped tasks among different asset ownership proportions is very large (∼10). By increasing the team heterogeneity, the dropped task % in all ownership cases tend to the same point (∼13%). This means that the protocol is less affected by the resource ownership inequalities when the degree of team heterogeneity is high.

Finally, Figure 2.5 shows the average proportion of “domestic” and “foreign” assets that are accessed by users (see experiment set 5 in Section 2.5). The graph on the top presents the accessed assets’ origin in asset-centric sharing model when we increase the assets sharing ratio and the one on the bottom presents the accessed assets’ origin in the team-centric model when we increase the degree of team’s heterogeneity. Both sharing

\footnote{We do not use ErrorBars in Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4 due to the small margin between the results}
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Figure 2.4: Team-centric sharing model: effects of different Ownership proportions.

models start with 100% domestic assets; this is in-line with our expectations because we apply the minimum sharing level. Once again, the asset-centric model seems to perform slightly better than the team-centric model in terms of foreign assets in use. At 25% sharing level, the margin between the two sharing models is 2 percentage units and it increases by 1 unit while we increase the sharing levels and reaches 5 percentage units at maximum sharing level.
2.7 Discussion & Conclusion

Although the asset-centric model performs slightly better according to the simulation results, there are additional reasons that might make the team-centric policy a more attractive option for multi-partner asset sharing in smart environments. Firstly, as stated in [44] the Edge C2 outperforms traditional approaches as well as better supporting coalition-style operations which are increasingly the norm.

Moreover, through asset-centric approach the collaborating partners can only share their assets at coalition level while the team-centric approach is a more flexible shar-
ing strategy giving them the ability to share their assets at a team level. Suppose the aforementioned simulated scenario where there are two partners: partner A and partner B. When partner A decides to share a resource with partner B using the asset-centric approach, all the users belonging to partner B would be able to access this resource. Of course the ownership-based sharing model can achieve more fine-grained access control all the way down to an individual user level. However, this is a highly complicated task dealing with dynamic environments even for role-based sharing approaches such as the one discussed in [68] and this is because users can be periodically involved in an operation, while it is possible for the same users to be adversaries in another.

Differently, in team-centric model, only a specific proportion of partner B users (i.e., those that belong to the same team in which users from partner A are involved) will be able to access it. Thus, we decrease the overall number of users that can eventually access a resource, increasing the level of partners’ privacy. Furthermore, while the team-centric approach decreases the number of users that can access an asset, it also increases the “quality” of users that can access it. In fact, as mentioned before teams are entities in which users are all focused towards a narrow specific objective; thus, sharing resources with users of the same team is usually beneficial provided that the team members will be able to better carry on their work towards a common goal, and that they will most likely have complementary expertise. Users who are involved in teams are in fact the subset of users that can contribute the most to the task and hence, to the coalition. It is therefore very reasonable to allow them to access assets owned by partners represented in the same team.

We conclude that: (a) the asset-centric does not outperform the team-centric model’s efficiency with a large margin, (b) the team-centric model presents a more focused sharing approach providing higher privacy by restricting the asset sharing in multi-partner operations and it also filters the accessing users by providing access to the most qualified ones, and (c) the team-centric model is based on an edge event-driven and low-overhead sharing formation mechanism compared to asset-centric. Thus, the
team-centric model seems to be a viable alternative asset sharing approach for highly dynamic multi-partner operations.
Chapter 3

Controlled Natural Language Policy Representation

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we present the CE policy language. CE representation provides the enabling technology for the proposal of a policy conflict analysis mechanism and a novel interest-based policy negotiation mechanism presented in Chapters 5 & 6 respectively. CE policy language is a general purpose language aiming to bridge the gap between non-IT expert policy makers and PBMS technical complexity in terms of policy rules’ development. It is based on Controlled English which is a type of CNL designed to be readable by native English speakers, whilst presenting information in a structured and unambiguous way, making it machine processable.

In collaborative domains such as military operations, a suitable paradigm for dealing with the management of Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) assets among different coalition partners is the PBMS. Traditionally, policies are created at the center of a coalition’s network by high-level decision makers and expressed in low-level policy languages such as Ponder or Common Information Model SPL by technical personnel, which makes them difficult to be understood by usually non-technical users operating at or near the edge of operations.

Moreover, policies must often be modified typically in rapid response to operational
changes. Commonly, the users who must cope first with situational changes are those at the organization’s edge, so it would be effective if they were able to write new, update or delete existing policies themselves. We investigate the use of Controlled English as a means to define a human-friendly policy representation. We show how a CE-based model can capture a variety of policy types. The use of CE is intended to benefit coalition operations, by bridging the gap between technical and non-technical users. Although, we do not evaluate the CE language’s user-friendliness as a policy representation herein, there is some prior work (e.g., a study with undergraduate students that utilized CE for describing flickr images), that builds an evidence base for the general usability of CE language [79].

3.2 Background & Related Work

The cornerstone of any PBMS are the policy rules. A plethora of policy languages have been proposed the last two decades for the description and development of policy rules. The extensive review of those policy languages is outside the scope of this thesis, given that the vast majority of them were highly purpose-driven representations, and proposed for the development of specific policy-based management systems. In this subsection instead, we make a retrospection and present some of them that took significant attention by the policy-based management community and were focused on the management of large domains of IT infrastructures.

The Policy Description Language (PDL) [55], is one of the first policy languages developed by Bell Labs in late ’90s. It was proposed mostly for network management and follows the event – condition – action syntax\(^1\). PDL has a flat structure without any hierarchical grouping of its rules such as roles or any other concept.

Ponder, maybe the most famous and cited policy language, is a declarative and object-oriented policy language proposed by Damianou et al. from Imperial College [24]. It

\(^1\)Policy’s language syntax is explained in Chapter 3
was developed as a language for specifying security and general networking and systems management. Ponder policy language has a role-based representation. Claiming flexibility and reusability purposes it utilizes a structure of highly grouped policies into roles. There are five types of policies in Ponder: a) Authorization policies, b) Filter Policies, c) Refrain policies, d) Delegation policies, and e) Obligation policies, where the first four are used for access control management while the latter following the event – condition – action syntax targets the definition of obligation policies.

Simplified Policy Language for CIM (CIM-SPL) is the policy language proposed by DMTF to complement specifically the policy model included in CIM (Common Information Model) standards of Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF) [3]. CIM is an object-oriented information model representation capable of describing general IT components in domains such as networking and service management [1]. CIM-SPL is expressed through condition(s) – action(s) pairs and given its special purpose nature, it is fully incorporated into the CIM data structures.

Knowledge Acquisition in Automated Specification (KAOS) is yet another famous policy representation used for the development of a management tool for governing software agent behavior, especially in grid computing applications using an ontological representation encoded in OWL [26]. A major distinction of KAOS compared to all of its predecessor policy languages is that it is a goal policy language, not an action one. Thus, it is a good fit representation for expressing mainly higher-level systems’ objectives rather than lower-level, action-oriented descriptions.

eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) is maybe the most well-known representation for the description of authorization policies. It is the OASIS standard access control policy language for web services and widely adopted by both industrial and academic policy-based management communities [69]. It is a declarative language developed based in XML with its latest version 3.0 released in 2013. It is hard to categorize XACML due to its monolithic nature, given that it has been proposed as a solid access control management representation. It is a static representation
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triggered by a single event.

Finally, Rei is a declarative policy language based on deontic logic developed using OWL-Lite [47]. It is capable of expressing policies of both major types i.e., authorization and obligation. It has been mainly proposed for security and privacy issues management in dynamic computing environments and as a role-based policy, it offers a policies grouping representation.

The CE policy language is based on Controlled English, which is a type of CNL designed to be readable by a native English speaker whilst representing information in a structured and unambiguous way making it machine processable. The near to natural language representation of CE, which implies an easier to learn and use representation makes it a better fit for dynamic and distributed policy-based management especially for non-IT expert policy makers operating near or at the organization’s edge. CE and CE policy language are ontological-based models that utilize semantics for representing domains and policy rules that govern them. CE representation is based on first-order logic (FOL); hence, CE policy language can express attribute-based policy rules considering sets of concepts, their attributes and relationships between them. Finally, it can express both, authorization and obligation policies.

3.3 PBMS & Policy Rules

The goal of a PBMS and the role of its inherent policies is to provide a middleware for high level systems management. The policies, depending on the nature of the managed system and the business level objectives of their authors, guide a system’s actions basically in regards with security, privacy and performance issues, with security purpose holding the lion’s share. Policies that describe systems’ security behavior for instance, typically aim to manage the system such that it complies with specific security standards [89], while on the other hand, operational policies that are in charge of managing a mesh network of ISR assets, might regulate networking performance
issues configuring several quality of service variables \[67\].

In general, we see the management role of a PBMS and therefore its inherent policies as the guide of system’s actions, in order to achieve behaviors that would secure optimal system’s outcomes. Any policy definition language should be reasonably human-friendly in principle in order to ease policy makers in the task of policy rules creation and maintenance. On the other hand, given that this representation needs to be processable by a diverse set of devices (with different processing capabilities, interfaces etc.) that act as policy decision points, it should be also machine-processable \[1\].

The policy-based system administrators should be able to perform three operations on policies; they should be able to add new policies, update existing ones and finally, dispose those they do not reflect their goals any more. Each policy, right at its point of entrance to the system, should be analyzed for syntactic correctness. Often, in the proposed PBMS the policies are usually translated from a human friendly representation, used by the authors for interacting with the PBMS through some kind of graphical user interface (GUI), to a formal representation amenable to analysis by an inference engine.

Regardless of the goals that reflect and the systems that they intent to manage, policies can be classified into two major categories:

- Authorization policies
- Obligation policies

The first describes what actions the subject of a policy is permitted (i.e., positive authorization) or forbidden (i.e., negative authorization) to do to a set of policy targets. Authorization policies are the cornerstone of access control systems. The obligation policies on the other hand, describe the actions the subject of a policy must (i.e., positive obligation) or must not do (i.e., negative obligation) to a set of policy targets \[58\].
An additional feature for the categorization of policy languages is their syntax. In the literature there are two major policy syntax trends; the subject, action, target (SAT) and the event, condition, action (ECA) [10, 24] models. In the SAT case the Subject specifies the entities (human/machine) which interpret obligation policies or can access resources in authorization policies. The Action determines what must be performed for obligations and what is permitted for authorization policies. Target describes the objects on which actions are to be performed while the optional Constraints are boolean conditions, which when they occur, the policy is applicable. ECA model reads as follows: when an Event occurs if Condition(s) is/(are) true then execute Action. The Condition and Action objects are similar to SAT model which are also event-triggered, although lacking an explicit Event element in their declaration. Thus, the difference between the two lies in Event object which is embedded in the ECA model’s body [1].

The IBM Controlled Natural Language Processing Environment (CE Store) software provides an environment where CE can be used to model a domain and reason about it. The parser, the syntax analyzer of CE as well as its reasoner, are all integrated into this software platform, which is utilized as an out of the box tool herein, playing the role of the GUI between, policy authors and PBMS. CE Store is where the syntactic correctness of CE policies is checked, since the policy rules follow the prescript of CE syntactic rules. Each policy rule represented in CE policy language follows the if – condition(s) – action form and consists of four basic grammatical blocks a) **Subject:** specifies the entities (human/machine) which interpret obligation policies or can access resources in authorization policies, b) **Action:** what must be performed for obligation policies or can access resources in authorization policies, c) **Target:** objects on which actions are to be performed and d) **Constraints:** boolean conditions. With CE languages we can express policies for both major categories (i.e., authorization and obligation) and it follows the SAT syntactic model.

3.4 Achieving Edge C2 Utilizing CE

In this section we present an overview of Edge C2 [8] approach, we discuss its strengths and characteristics and we also investigate in which military operations it better fits based on the literature. Moreover, we discuss the benefits of an Edge C2 that utilizes CE language as policy representation by highlighting the advantages of CE in terms of user-friendliness and understandability as well as how it benefits non-technical policy makers at the edge.

As noted in [88] the complexity, uncertainty and dynamics of military operations, as far as the collection of entities involved in such endeavors, has highly increased in recent years. Therefore, the demand for more agile corresponding forces (e.g. human decision-makers, ISR systems and system management methods) increases as well. Over the years the nature of C2 has significantly changed and the currently applied approaches, which are described and further analyzed in [8], are presented below.

- Conflicted
- De-Conflicted
- Coordinated
- Collaborative
- Edge

Each of these differs from the others along one or more of the following dimensions: (1) Allocation of decision rights, (2) Patterns of interaction and (3) Distribution of information. Moving from the conflicted to the Edge C2 approach the allocation of decision rights goes from no rights to the collective, to dynamic and tailored self-allocation to individuals. The patterns of interaction that take place between and among entities goes from no interaction to unlimited and unbounded horizontal interaction,
while the information distribution goes from crucial organic information to real time sharing of all available and relevant information (in accordance with policies).

As mentioned previously, the Edge C2 model empowers the users who operate at the edge of the network while in addition allows for intra-edge communication without requiring permission from a central authority. Crucial preconditions for a successful application of the Edge C2 model apart from the need for enhanced peer-to-peer horizontal interaction among the users on the field, is the moving of senior personnel into roles operating at the edge [43]. As a result, the need for intermediaries is reduced and an unbundled C2 is achieved. Thus, commanders operating at the edge become more responsible and take further substantial initiatives such as, the sharing and allocation of resources and engagement rules establishment in a highly dynamic manner as a response to operational changes.

Controlled Natural Languages were first designed to improve human comprehension, having no specific application domain or narrow community in mind [52]. Thereafter, they were applied to technical documentation for improved human comprehension and have been used for the improvement of machine translation. Finally, in the mid 1990s, many CNLs were proposed providing some sort of mapping to formal logic. They tried to bridge the gap between formal representation languages (e.g., OWL) [85] and natural languages (e.g., English) and introduced a user-friendlier knowledge representation compared to common formal languages, which are admittedly hard to be understood by people unfamiliar with formal notations [93].

CNL being a subset of natural languages (NL) are less complex and ambiguous, so they present improved interpretation for machines compared to NLS. In this work we use Controlled English [66] as a means to define a policy representation. CE is a type of CNL designed to be readable by a native English speaker whilst representing information in a structured and unambiguous way. The structure of CE is simple but
fully defined by a syntax, which makes the language parsable by computer systems. CE is aspiring to provide a human-friendly representation format that is directly targeted to non-technical, domain-specialist users to encourage a richer integration between human and machine reasoning capabilities [66].

We argue that it is in general difficult to measure how easy or difficult it is for a language to be understood and learned by a human. Since we have not experimentally tested CE’s understandability with the understandability of other lower level well-known and widely used policy languages such as CIM-SPL we cannot safely claim that CE is a user friendlier representation than its predecessors. However, there are in literature a number of works [14, 42, 51] that conducted experiments in order to test and compare the user-friendliness of CNL representations to the user-friendliness of formal languages such as OWL (not in terms of policies development). The results of those experiments in all cases led to the conclusion that CNL can do better in terms of understandability compared to formal languages; in addition they can achieve significantly better results in situations where users have little or no technical training.

We introduce and further explain the CE structure and syntax in section 3.5 where we define the coalition assets sharing ontology. Here, we present a simple authorization policy rule expressed in both: CIM-SPL in Table 3.1 and CE in Table 3.2 representations to show the different levels of human-friendliness of the two. Suppose the simple scenario in a coalition operation context where an authorization policy allows a user to access an asset, if the user and the asset are both affiliated with the same partner. Hence, the policy rule’s grammatical blocks are as follows:

**Subject:** user  
**Target:** asset  
**Condition:** user’s partner = = asset’s partner  
**Action:** allow
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Condition
{
  subject.affiliation() == object.affiliation()
}

Decision
{
  canAccess.allow()
}

**Table 3.1: CIM-SPL representation**

```
if
  (the asset A is affiliated to the partner P)
and
  (the user U is affiliated to the partner P)
then
  (the user U canAccess the asset A)
```

**Table 3.2: CE representation**

As it is shown in these example, CE seems to be a more user-oriented representation compared to CIM-SPL, while instead CIM-SPL is more concise compared to CE. It is admittedly straightforward for an English speaker/reader to understand the policy rule expressed in CE even if they have little or no knowledge of the domain model. CE representation is not far from the policy plain-text explanation above. On the contrary, in order for a user to understand the policy rule expressed in CIM-SPL, some technical-programming skills are needed. However, some training is also needed for a user in order to write policy rules in CE; for example, they need to be aware of the underpinning CE model which determines what kind of sentences can be stated in CE. Given that CE is defined by syntactic rules that are inherently close to NL’s rules,
we believe that the training time for an untrained user to learn writing policies in CE language is shorter than the time needed for a user to learn how to develop policy rules in representations such as CIM-SPL. Thus, the use of CE as a means for policy-based management of resources in coalition operations seems to be a good alternative in operations where the Edge C2 is applied.

Furthermore, the use of transparent languages like CE, which is understood by a larger number of operators, we believe strengthens the connection between loosely-coupled partners of coalition by helping them to understand each others’ approaches, determine their needs, measure their progress and develop common strategic vision [8]. A side effect of CE’s usage is that the civilians in the AO might be able to potentially contribute to an operation due to CE’s high readability that makes it understood by any native English reader. Thus, utilizing CE can potentially facilitate the establishment of crowd sourcing endeavors.

3.5 System’s Conceptualisation and CE

In previous work, Preece et al. used CE to express the elements of an OWL-based knowledge base, which has been developed in order to allow automatic matching of sensing tasks and ISR asset based on the capabilities required by tasks and provided by each sensing assets [39] [80]. The motivation for using CE in that case was to increase the transparency of the system in order to support a more interactive Human-in-the-Loop approach. Making the human-machine interaction more transparent we eased human users to work in a more cooperative manner with the system in exploring the various means for serving their tasks. In this thesis we focus on the development of a CE-based PBMS, extending the previous ontology, in order to deal with the multi-partner, policy-based asset sharing aspect in coalition operations. Assets are owned by a single party and can be either reserved for the exclusive usage by the owning partner or can be shared with different subsets of users affiliated to other collaborators.
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Being a type of CNL, CE can be used to define domain models, which take the form of concepts definitions and describe the system to be managed. Obeying to first-order logic these concepts comprise objects, their properties and the relationships between them. CE language supports multiple inheritance and can build hierarchies of concepts; using the “is a” syntax in the conceptualise sentences CE can define concepts, which are specialization and inherit properties of other concepts. Once the CE model is built, then it can be instantiated accordingly, to represent the concepts and relationships defined in the model. CE allows any instance to be asserted as any number of concurrent concepts (e.g. “the user U1 is a private and is an intelligence analysts and is a/an...”) [105].

Exploiting the reasoning capability of CE we can develop rules, which follow the “if - condition – action” form, and can be evaluated on the domain model. Both, rules and the domain model are expressed in CE representation; no other formal notations are needed. The product of any rule’s evaluation (i.e., CE reasoner execution) is a CE sentence which is automatically pushed to the user and can be used as input for PBMS’ policy decision point. CE rule’s evaluation creates also a rationale which is a set of reasoning steps, each one of which is defined as a “because” relation amongst the rule’s conditions. The reasoning steps that create the rationale follow a backward-chaining interpreter.

In section 3.6 we exploit the rules creation ability of CE in order to define a variety of high-level, attribute-based authorization polices. We need to make it clear here that CE is not based on the idea of verbalising rules, which are already implemented in a formal language. The IBM Controlled Natural Language Processing Environment or briefly CE Store is a web application which provides the information-processing environment within which human and machine agents (i.e., Java coded entities) can develop and interact with existing CE-based conceptual models. Within CE Store different types of agents, amongst other, can develop logical inference rules (i.e., policy rules) and execute them on a pre-developed conceptual model.
Before presenting the CE authorization policy rules we first need to define the domain model, which represents the ISR system that needs to be managed and is deployed in a coalition operation environment. The domain model captures the objects, their properties and the relationships between them. For the domain model’s definition, we extend and enrich the ontology developed in [80], with additional objects that are usually involved in coalition military scenarios.

The core concepts in our ontology are the users who are the rules’ subjects and the assets which are the targets of the sharing policy rules. Users, given a set of sharing constraints (i.e., policy conditions) either can or cannot access coalition assets. They create sensing tasks (which need to be fed with sensing information provided by assets), can be members of special purpose cross-partner CoIs called teams\(^4\) see Chapter 2 and are affiliated to a single coalition partner. Assets can be accessed by users, they are either sensing devices (e.g. camera, microphone) or a service (e.g. acoustic event detector service, camera sensor recognition service provided by a sensing device) and are owned by a coalition partner. The full assets sharing domain model is presented in Figure 3.1.

Briefly, the asset-task allocation is a two step process and consists of: a) the evaluation of sharing policies and b) the asset-task allocation protocol which have been proposed in [77] and has been explained in Chapter 2 First the user creates a task, which in order to be served requires a set of capabilities provided by deployed assets. An entity named assetList is created then, that contains all the candidate assets (i.e., sensors and services) that can serve the task’s requirements, while can be also accessed by the task’s creator after evaluating the sharing policies. Thereafter, the allocation protocol assigns assets to the tasks they best serve, following quantitative (in respect to the matching intelligence providing by the CE-based knowledge base) and qualitative (assets assigned to the tasks which perform higher utility) criteria.

\(^4\)In a typical edge coalition operation within a CoI usually there are a number of smaller, more focused CoIs which are dynamically created in response to an on the field event and execute concurrent missions for only a short time.
For simplicity we hide all the complex knowledge base and asset-task matching process into the Asset assignment through Matching Process relationship bubble, at the top left hand corner of Figure 3.1. In the domain model the asset owner users can write policies that express both asset sharing models as expressed in previous chapter namely the traditional ownership model and the sharing model based on the edge team-based paradigm.

The following CE definitions cover only a part of the domain model as presented in Figure 3.1. Our intent here is to present the basic capabilities and structure of CE as a domain concept developer.

To create a new object in the domain model we simple conceptualise it as follows:
conceptualise the assetList L.

For the definition of concepts’ properties there are two possible forms, which are semantically identical but allow the subsequent facts to be expressed in slightly different ways:

**Verb singular form:**

conceptualise the team M

~ is led by ~ the teamLeader D.

**Functional noun:**

conceptualise a ~ coalition ~ C that

has the partner P as ~ member ~.

We can define any number of properties for a concept in a single CE sentence but we currently cannot mix *verb singular* and *functional noun* properties in a single conceptualisation sentence, while we can write as many CE sentences as we like for a single concept. The CE Store will amalgamate all sentences for that concept into the model when it loads the sentences.

To define a property with a *textual value* rather than a relationship to another instance we use the word “value” as below:

conceptualise an ~ asset ~ A that

has the value S as ~ scarcity ~ and

has the value B as ~ sensorType ~ and

has the value R as ~ serviceType ~ and

has the value L as ~ capability ~.
The following examples declare that a sensor and a teamLeader are subtypes of pre-existing concepts, asset and user respectively. Sub-concepts have inheritance in the normal way, so if we define a property on a parent concept all children inherit that property.

conceptualise a ~ sensor ~ R that
is an asset.

classification a ~ teamLeader ~ D that
is a user.

The tilde “~” symbol in all the above CE definitions is used by the CE Store’s syntax analyzer for the semantic definition of the CE input text. Once the conceptual model is defined, the next step is the model’s instantiation through fact sentences. Below we present instantiation examples for some of the objects, properties and relationships represented in domain model of Figure [3.1]

there is a partner named UK.

there is a partner named US.

the partner UK
is represented in the team t1 and
owns the asset a1 and
is member of the coalition US-UK.

the partner US
is represented in the team t2 and
owns the asset a2 and
is member of the coalition US-UK.

there is a user named u1 that
has 'uid1' as userId and
has 'intel1' as expertise.

there is a user named u2 that
has 'uid2' as userId and
has 'intel3' as expertise.

Note that when specifying a value (...has 'intel1' as expertise...) we do not need to say “has the value” but can leave it out for readability. Once we have defined and instantiated the ontology then we can develop and execute rules on it as it is shown in Section 3.6 through the interface provided by CE Store.

3.6 CE Policy Rules

In this section we present the high-level, attribute-based authorization policies expressed in CE. Our goal is to verify whether CE is expressive enough to capture a variety of authorization policy rules or as we call them herein asset sharing rules. We experiment with different levels of resource sharing while showing the flexibility of CE as a sharing policy representation.

Research and development in policy technologies within International Technology Alliance (ITA) project, which is funding the research presented herein, has as consequence the development of PBMS framework named the Policy Management Toolkit [76]. This toolkit was developed to perform a variety of management functions on sets of policies applicable to sensors, sensor platforms, and networks [74]. The developed policies regulate aspects including platform control, sensor and system control, sensor information access control and information flow protection.

In this chapter, utilizing the CE policy language, we focus on authorization policies that regulate users-assets access control in the context of a coalition operation. Such
policies should take into account several factors including user’s partner membership, user’s membership of cross-partner team and user’s echelon and expertise. As far as the assets are concerned authorization policies should take into account factors such as asset’s partner ownership, asset’s scarcity and intelligence capabilities. In addition, given that the scenarios that we are dealing with are time critical ones, CE-based rules must be able to consider and capture also spatio-temporal parameters in terms of asset sharing.

We present below a number of high-level access control rules using each time as building blocks different attributes of the concepts defined in the ontology of Figure 3.1. Attributes are sets of properties that are used in the domain model definition to describe concepts. Each rule consists of four basic grammatical blocks, the binary Conditions, a Subject which is either a user or an asset (i.e., service) that wants to access an asset; a Target, which is an asset and an Action that the Subject wants to perform on the Target (i.e., can/cannot access). Apart from those four policy grammatical blocks, each policy is described by a unique identifier ID and a binary policy type parameter that determines whether it is an authorization or obligation policy. In order to test the expressive ability of CE as a policy language we develop policies for sharing different sets of assets (e.g. a specific asset to assets owned by a coalition partner) with different sets of users (e.g. a specific user to users who are members of a team) including those that enforce access control following the traditional, asset-based and team-based paradigms as described in the previous chapter.

Suppose U is a user, A is an asset, P is a coalition partner, T is a team and C is an operational coalition. In addition the property B refers to the asset capability, property E defines user expertise and the asset location property C. Those concepts and their
properties are connected with relationships as described by the predicates below:

\begin{align*}
\text{canAccess}(U, A) &= \text{true if user } U \text{ can access asset } A \\
\text{isAffiliated}(U, P) &= \text{true if user } U \text{ is affiliated with partner } P \\
\text{owns}(P, A) &= \text{true if partner } P \text{ owns asset } A \\
\text{member}(U, T) &= \text{true if user } U \text{ is member of team } T \text{ OR} \\
\text{member}(P, C) &= \text{true if partner } P \text{ is member of coalition } C \\
\text{isRepresented}(P, T) &= \text{true if partner } P \text{ is represented in team } T \\
\text{capability}(A, B) &= \text{true if asset } A \text{ has } B \text{ as capability} \\
\text{expertise}(U, E) &= \text{true if user } U \text{ has } E \text{ as expertise} \\
\text{location}(A, C) &= \text{true if asset } A \text{ has } C \text{ as location.}
\end{align*}

To help the reader to understand the meaning and intention of each rule we express each one of them (“Rule 1” - “Rule 4”) in three different ways: with a plain text description, with a formal definition using the above predicates and a CE-based representation. We start with simpler rules moving gradually to more complex ones.

**Rule 1**

If User U is affiliated with partner P they can access the asset A, which is owned by partner P (i.e., traditional asset ownership model).

\(\text{canAccess}(U, A) \text{ iff } \text{isAffiliated}(U, P) \land \text{owns}(P, A)\)

if

( the asset A is owned by the partner P ) and

( the user U is affiliated with the partner P )

then

( the user U canAccess the asset A )
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Rule 2
If User U is member of team T they can access asset A if it is owned by partners P and partner P is represented in team T (i.e., team-based asset sharing).

\[
\text{canAccess}(U, A) \text{ iff } \text{member}(U, T) \land \text{isRepresented}(P, T) \land \text{owns}(P, A)
\]

if

( the user U is member of the team T ) and
( the partner P is represented in the team T ) and
( the partner P owns the asset A )

then

( the user U canAccess the asset A)

Rule 3
If User U has 'intel1' as expertise E can access asset A if asset A has 'detect' as capability B.

\[
\text{canAccess}(U, A) \text{ iff } \text{expertise}(U, E) \land \text{capability}(A, B)
\]

if

( the user U has the value EX as expertise ) and
( the value EX = 'intel1' ) and
( the asset A has the value CP as capability ) and
( the value AP = 'detect' )
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then

( the user U canAccess the asset A )

.

The policy rules above show that the expressiveness of CE representation in developing authorization policy rules, utilizing sets of concepts, their properties and the relationships between them, as they are described in the domain model definition. The limitations of CE policy language’s expressivity, are the limitations of CE language in general, whose limitations (CE is based on first-order logic) are set by FOL expressiveness. FOL is a very expressive representation and can formalize several mathematical theories including set theory. Its variables can describe real world things, while it can quantify over them to talk about all or some of them without needing to refer to them explicitly. In essence the abstraction level and the level of detailed description of the managed system as expressed in domain model’s definition, set the limits of CE’s expressiveness as a policy language and this in a user-friendly manner. The more detailed the managed system is described, the more complex/fine-grained access control rules one can build. With that being said, with CE we can also express and evaluate policies considering parameters related to temporal and territorial dimensions as shown in “Rule 4”.

Rule 4
If User U is member of team T can access asset A if asset A is owned by partners P and partner P is represented in team T and asset A is located in 'Kunar'.

canAccess(U, A) \text{ iff}

member(U, T) \land isRepresented(P, T) \land owns(P, A) \land location(A, C)

if
(the user U is member of the team T) and
(the partner P is represented in the team T) and
(the partner P owns the asset A) and
(the asset A has the value L as location) and
(the value L = ‘Kunar’)
then
(the user U canAccess the asset A).

In Section 3.5 we mentioned that when a CE rule is executed, a set of sentences which
is called rationale is automatically created and can be pushed to the policy makers in
order to enhance transparency and understandability regarding the policy rule. Below
we present the created rationale after evaluating the Rule 5 on the domain model.

Rule 5

if
( the asset A is owned by the partner ‘US’ ) and
( the user U has the value EX as expertise ) and
( the value EX = ‘intel1’ )
then
( the user U canAccess the asset A )
.

Rationale

the user ‘u1’
canAccess the asset ‘a2’
because
the constant ‘intel1’ = ‘intel1’ and
the user ‘u1’ has ‘intell’ as expertise and the asset ‘a2’ is owned by the partner ‘US’

3.7 Conclusion

In this Chapter we utilized a CNL named CE as a means to define a transparent policy representation, which is human-friendly and directly processable by machines. First we defined a CE-based conceptual model to capture the entities of a multi-partner military inspired collaborating operation and then developed and executed on this conceptual model a variety of authorization attribute-based policy rules expressed in CE policy language. We showed that the limits of expressiveness and flexibility of CE as a policy representation are simply defined by the entities of the conceptual model, their properties, and the relationships between them. In the following two chapters we utilize CE and some tools provided by it, such as, its semantics, and its ability to build hierarchies of concepts supporting multiple inheritance, to propose a novel policy conflict analysis and an interest-based policy negotiation mechanism.
Chapter 4

Policy Conflict Analysis in Collaborative Environments

4.1 Introduction

One of the reasons why PBMS are not broadly adopted is that it is difficult to develop and maintain them, whilst guaranteeing integrity by means of avoiding policy conflicts [19]. Policy conflicts occur when two or more policies are applied simultaneously and their resulting actions contradict with each other, leading to unpredictable system behavior. We present a policy conflict analysis model for detecting static and dynamic conflicts using a Controlled English based approach. The model focuses on highly dynamic, multi-partner environments, where the likelihood of conflicting policies is high. The experimental evaluation of its execution, time complexity shows that the CE-based analysis model scales better as the managed system’s entities increase, compared to the naive pairwise approaches.

There are two major components any policy conflict analysis tool consists of: a) formal representations to describe the system to be managed (concepts and relationships amongst them) and the policies that govern it and b) an inference engine that is performed on those formalisms in order to determine potentially conflicting relationships between policies [19]. Throughout the existing literature there are two main approaches proposed as far as the first component is concerned. The first utilizes logic-
based formalizations for the description of the managed system, such as the event calculus \cite{12}, while the second approach utilizes information models and/or ontological representations such as DEN-ng and OWL \cite{87, 90}. Our approach for policy conflict detection is an ontological one as stated in the introduction.

4.2 Background & Related Work

Trying to widen the use of PBMS and make its broad application in system’s management a reality, a plethora of policy conflict analysis mechanisms have been proposed throughout the last two decades. We present here some of the most well-known ones that also represent groups of approaches, towards achieving conflict free PBMS.

The work in \cite{28} and \cite{30} complement each other and consider the use of a system information model, specified in UML, for modeling the structure and relationships between the managed resources and the policies that govern them. They propose a generic and domain independent policy conflict analysis mechanism. A disadvantage of this approach is the naive, pairwise comparison method applied, in order to determine conflicting relationship between policy rules. This increases the time complexity of conflict analysis execution, making it a cumbersome approach for highly conflicting environments such as those we focus on. The first phase of their conflict analysis mechanism, which we see as a time inefficient step, is the manually created information model, which is used to determine the relationships between the potentially conflicting, newcomers and the existing policies. In order to determine a conflicting relationship between two policies, it involves the transformation of the information described in UML model into matrices; following then a number of conflict detection patterns it performs comparisons on policy’s subjects, targets and actions attributes in order to define a conflicting relationship. The use of matrices is an impediment with limited expressiveness in defining relationships amongst the core attributes of policies. Moreover, the matrices development, demands to excessively check the correlations
(e.g., subset, superset relationships) between all the attributes of the policy rules (i.e., subject, target and so on). For instance, in the case where the subject attributes of two policy rules under conflict analysis refer to completely different sets of resources, which implies nonconflicting relationship between them, their algorithm will excessively check relationships between all other policy blocks (i.e., target, action etc.).

Charalambides et al. in [19, 20] unlike us, use event calculus as a logic-based formalism to describe the managed system. Their policy conflict analysis is comprised of two main aspects: a) the definition of appropriate rules for determining potential policy conflicts and b) the effective deployment of analysis processes in the context of the managed environment. In order for their method to execute they need to know the exact structure of the managed system, and they also need to clearly define and classify all the possible policy conflicts that can occur in this particular system in advance. After that, applying a set policy conflict detection rules that take the form of “meta-rules” they determine conflicting policies. In our point of view this is a cumbersome approach when one deals with highly dynamic environments where the managed system may change dynamically and so do the potentially conflicting policies that govern it. Finally, it is a difficult to extend approach unlike ours.

The work in [13] focuses on a specific system management unlike our domain independent approach. Their conflict analysis model focuses on the dynamic detection and resolution of IPSec security policy conflicts. The formalism that is used in their work to represent IPSec policies and detect conflicts between them is a binary decision tree based on propositional logic. The potentially conflicted policies in their approach manage narrowed and well defined systems where the potential policy conflicts are well determined and specified in advance unlike in our environments of interest. Finally, their binary decision approach lacks expressivity making it not a good match for policy conflict analysis by non-technical users operating at the organizations edge.

Authors in [83] deal with policy conflict analysis of policies in charge of managing networking quality of service (QoS). They analyze low-level policies in terms of both,
policy representation and domain of application. They deal with policies that govern routers and packet-level network operations and consist of two basic components: a) policy criterion/condition and b) policy action, focusing basically on the second. The policy-based managed environments are predetermined and static unlike ours. They propose a flexible mechanism for maintaining a conflict free PBMS that governs several parameters along the network path, capable of detecting conflicts in terms of action policy block using fuzzy measurements.

Policy ratification work of [5] proposes a generic and domain independent policy conflict analysis model similar to ours, focusing on the policy condition attribute by proposing algorithms for defining inconsistency, coverage and conflicting relationships between policies given the conditions. However, the main issue of policy conflict analysis that they focus on, is the conflict resolution, which is not our main point of interest herein. They develop policy conflict resolution algorithms, aiming to automate the process based on a mechanism that associates relative priority values to policies, in order to decide which of the conflicting policies to dispose or not.

The conflict analysis model presented in [28] and [30] proposes a generic and domain independent approach similar to ours. The main difference to our approach, is that we propose a discrete and sequential execution conflict analysis model that breaks down the conflict analysis process into discrete steps. When in any of those steps a non conflicting relationship between two policies is determined, the analysis terminates avoiding unnecessary comparisons. Finally, the use of matrices and tree representations that they propose makes it difficult for human policy authors (especially for those with lower technical background), to track the reasons of policy conflicts, whereas in our approach the analysis pushes those reasons in a near to natural language representation to the user making the whole process more transparent.
4.3 Conflict Analysis of High-level Policies

4.3.1 CE & Policy Conflict Analysis

The policy conflict analysis model proposed in this thesis, is applied on policies expressed in CE policy language [70], as presented in detail in Chapter 3. However, for ease of reference, we will summarize the main characteristics of the CE policy language. It is an ontological approach that uses a Controlled Natural Language for defining a policy representation that is human-friendly (CNL representation) and unambiguous for computers enabling policy rules evaluation utilizing the CE reasoner [66]. Moreover, CE is used to define domain models that describe the system to be managed, while those domain model’s components are the building blocks of the attribute-based CE policy rules. Apart from the technical tools that the CE provides for developing a reliable and efficient policy conflict analysis mechanism, it also eases policy makers with limited technical expertise, to cope in a more transparent way with complexities associated with policy conflict analysis.

4.3.2 Policy Conflicts Classification

Prior to presenting our approach, we classify the types of generic policy conflicts that can occur in the context of a PBMS based on different parameters; for instance the types of policies, the time frame in which conflicting relationships can be detected, and the correlation between policy conflicts and the domain where policies are enforced.

At first, conflicting relationships between policies can either occur between: a) authorization policies, b) obligation policies, or c) on policies of different types, namely authorization and obligation policies. The second major policy conflict classification considers the time frame in which conflicts can be detected. In that occasion policy conflict detection is distinguished in: a) static (or off-line) and b) dynamic (or on-line). The first are conflicts that can be determined without requiring the policy’s execution.
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These are conflicting relationships that can be inferred just by analyzing the policies’ attributes, regardless the environment that they are applied on. Unlike the static, the dynamic conflicts can only be detected at the policy’s execution time, considering also extrinsic parameters such as the state of the managed system or conditions that describe general truth constraints such as time and space. Take for instance two policies $P_1$ and $P_2$ where the $P_1$ permits the policy’s subject to access a particular set of targets and $P_2$ forbids it for the same subject – target set. Having two policies that force opposite actions on the same set of attributes, implies conflicting relation as stated before. Nevertheless, if $P_1$ has the following condition $P_{C1}$: if Target $T_1$ isFree then the two policies $P_1$ and $P_2$ are only in conflict if the set of target $T_1$ resource is not used by any other subject.

In addition to the two major classification categories, policy conflicts can also be classified into: intra-policy conflicts, which occur due to rule misconfiguration within a single policy, or as it is described as an ill-defined policy and inter-policy conflicts; conflicts that occur between multiple applied policies leading to conflicting actions [41]. Finally, policy conflicts can also be distinguished in domain-independent and domain-dependent. The domain-independent refers to policy inconsistencies that occur due to generically opposite relationships between policies’ actions. On the contrary, the domain-dependent conflicts group, contains those inconsistencies that are related to the context of the application domain. Consider for instance the following brief scenario inspired from the banking sector where financial transactions are managed through policies. Assume two policies that manage payment requests and payment approval. If the same bank employee (i.e., policy subject) can perform both of those two actions then there is a conflicting relationship between the two policies. The conflict is tied to the application domain and hidden on the policies’ action attribute semantics.
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4.3.3 Overview of conflict analysis approach - Strengths and Weaknesses

We briefly present here an overview of the CE-based policy conflict analysis model, highlighting its strengths and weaknesses. We then present more in detail the algorithms, their time complexity analysis and evaluation in the following sections.

The goal of the conflict analysis model that we propose, is to determine pairs of conflicting policies that reside in PBMS’ policy repository. This requires the application of analysis process between all the possible pairs of policies. Utilizing CE language for expressing policies from both major policy types (i.e., authorization and obligation), the CE-based policy conflict analysis model needs to deal with conflicts that occur in all three different combinations mentioned in Section 4.3.2 (i.e., conflicts between authentication, obligation, or both policy types). As far as the conflict detection time is concerned, the CE-based analysis model deals with both static and dynamic conflicts.

Even though CE allows for defining structures with multiple action causes, in CE policy representation each policy rule has a single action attribute thus, the existence of intra-policy conflicts is impossible to occur. Hence, the conflict analysis model copes only with inter-policy conflicts. Finally, our approach is generic and discipline independent, aspiring to be applied in generic PBMS middleware. As such, it copes with the detection of abstract, domain-independent conflicts. However, this does not mean that it cannot deal with domain-dependent conflicts. This can be achieved by adding a library that specifies semantically controversial policy actions, as explained later. Nevertheless, an in-depth analysis of such extensions is left for future work.

A useful tool from utilizing CE for the development of a policy conflict analysis mechanism is the ability to develop such a tool using a single representation. To the best of our knowledge, unlike any proposed policy conflict analysis approach, the CE-based approach does not require the transformation of the managed system, the formalized representation and/or the policy representation into any other form in order for the
policy rules to be analyzed for conflicting relationships. This is because CE provides a representation that can be: a) understood by human user, and so used by policy authors, domain model developers, while b) being amendable for analysis by machines through CE reasoner. Thus, in the CE conflict analysis model:

- The domain model is expressed in CE.
- The policies are expressed in CE.
- The conflict analysis can be performed on these very constructions.

As we are not going to evaluate the real-time execution performance of the conflict analysis tool herein – this is going to be part of future work – we claim that by utilizing the single representation capability of CE-based approach, we reduce the number of steps that are needed for the implementation of an already complex mechanism and potentially the overall time complexity of the analysis process.

Finally, dealing with collaborating and dynamic environments and as a consequence a highly conflicting PBMS, the conflict analysis tool that we propose needs to be time-efficient. Time-efficiency is achieved by the semantics provided by CE and CE policy language. The structure of CE policy language and its seamless relation to the CE formalism that describes the managed system are both exploited for the implementation of a discrete and sequential conflict analysis process. The three steps of the conflict analysis start, by executing first the least time costly process (i.e., the analysis related to policies’ subject and target attributes); then follows the analysis regarding the action attribute and the process terminates with the most costly step, this of the optional condition(s) attributes analysis. Part of the final conflict analysis step utilizes the CE reasoner. CE being a research stage project, we believe that there is still room for improvement as far as its reasoning capabilities are concerned. For that reason we tried to decrease the role the slower reasoning execution plays in our conflict analysis implementation.
4.4 CE-based Policy Conflict Analysis

4.4.1 Policy Conflict Analysis Architecture

The CE-based policy conflict analysis implementation resides in two different domains: a) the CE Store processing environment and b) the Conflict analysis module and it is comprised of three algorithmic steps. We call the first and third algorithmic steps “hybrid”, due to their dual domain execution nature. The CE Store as it was explained before is used to formally model the policy-based managed system and evaluates the policies on it. In the conflict analysis process it is also used for the implementation of the first stage of the first algorithmic step and the final stage of the third algorithmic step as shown in Figure 4.1.
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**Figure 4.1: Policy Conflict Analysis Architecture**

The dotted lines of step 3 indicate its optional execution. The CE Agent plays an intermediate role transferring information (e.g. domain model information) for further computational processing between the two domains. Finally, the conflict analysis
module is in charge of the completion of the main computational load of the conflict analysis algorithms as explained below. It gets input from preprocessing applied in CE Store environment and its output declares whether further computation is needed for policy conflicts determination in the CE environment.

The entities of the CE domain model are the potential Subject, Target and Action attributes of a CE policy rule. The resources of the managed system as formatted in the domain model are the potential policies’ subject and target grammatical blocks. Given the system’s operational flow and capabilities, policies’ actions are defined by the relationships between the concepts as described on the domain model. Finally, the domain model’s entities are points of reference for policies’ conditions development. For example, in an authorization policy rule case, a concept might represent the subject attribute of a policy that is a set of human users with positive authorization rights as action attribute on a set of machinery devices as target attribute. In an obligation policy rule on the other hand, the subject attribute of a policy might be a service entity that has a triggering action on a different service that represents the target policy block. It is worth mentioning here that the high-level policies that we want to apply in our policy conflict analysis are in charge of governing actions of both hard (software and hardware entities) and soft (human) system resources.

A capability of CE, which is a useful tool for policy conflict analysis’ implementation, is its ability to build hierarchies of concepts, supporting multiple inheritance of them. As explained in Chapter [3] the creation of a CE domain model is achieved through conceptualization CE sentences, which are interpreted by the CE Store environment. Using the “is a” syntax in those sentences one can define concepts, which are specializations and inherit properties of other more abstract ones. For instance, the concepts Male User and Female User can be specializations of the hierarchically higher concept of User.

The major computation workload of the first, hybrid algorithmic step of conflict analysis is executed in conflict analysis module. It receives its input through Concept
Selection process applied in CE Store environment. Concept selection process, passes to the conflict analysis module the higher hierarchical concepts of subject and target blocks of the policy to be analyzed up until their root concept (i.e., the most abstract one). Following the previous example, if the subject of a policy that needs to be analyzed is the Male User concept, the concept selection passes both Male User and User concept to conflict analysis module. This way we manage to cover any of the four relationships between subject and target blocks of policies under conflict analysis:

- Equality
- Superset
- Subset
- Correlation or Intersection

The prerequisites for conflicting relationship between two polices are explained in detail below. Briefly, two policies with opposite actions attributes are in conflict if any of those relationships exist between their subject and target sets. Dealing with the more abstract concepts we manage to cover all four of them.

Apart from the four policy grammatical blocks, i.e., the binary Conditions, Subject, Action and Target, each policy has a unique identifier parameter ID and a binary policy type identifier that determines whether it is an authorization or obligation policy. This hextuple representation of policies provides the six necessary components that are used as subject of the policy conflict analysis. Before we proceed with the description of the three steps of the sequential and discrete policy conflict analysis algorithm, we first define the conditions that need to occur in order for two policies to be in a conflicting relationship. The following definitions are based on conflict of modalities policies inconsistency type as described in [58, 63], and drive the discrete steps of the policy conflict detection algorithm presented in next Subsection.
Assume two policy rules $P_1$ and $P_2$ and their grammatical blocks where $P_{C_1}$, $P_{S_1}$, $P_{A_1}$, $P_{T_1}$, $P_{I_1}$, $P_{P_1}$ are the condition, subject, action, target, ID and type attributes of $P_1$, and $P_{C_2}$, $P_{S_2}$, $P_{A_2}$, $P_{T_2}$, $P_{I_2}$, $P_{P_2}$ the respective attributes of $P_2$.

**Definition 1 - 1st Obligatory requirement:** Two policy rules are in conflicting relationship if the intersection between their subject attribute sets and the intersection between their target attribute sets are not empty. Assuming the two policy rules above $P_1$ and $P_2$ that is: $P_{S_1} \cap P_{S_2} \land P_{T_1} \cap P_{T_2} \neq \emptyset$.

**Proof:** It is intuitively understood that if the subjects $P_{S_1}$ and $P_{S_2}$ and similarly for the target attributes of two policies are not intersected sets, that means that the policies refer to different objects. Thus, regardless the relationship between actions and conditions attributes, the policies $P_1$ and $P_2$ cannot contradict with each other.

**Definition 2 - 2nd Obligatory requirement:** If Definition 1 is satisfied, then two policy rules are in a conflicting relationship if their action attributes have a contradicting behavior. As in $P_1$ and $P_2$ case it must be $P_{A_1} \neq P_{A_2}$.

**Proof:** By contradiction, two policies that enforce the same actions $P_{A_1} = P_{A_2}$ cannot be conflicting as they guide the system they govern towards the same behavior. These kind of policies have a possible redundancy relationship instead, but not a conflicting one.

**Note:** The inequality sign ($\neq$) between $P_{A_1}$ and $P_{A_2}$ in Definition 2 declares opposition between actions. The opposition has different meaning depending which of the three types of conflicting policies we deal with. Thus, in conflict detection between binary authorization policies case, the inequality sign has the literal meaning of not equal, where one of the actions has positive authorization sign and the other negative. Thus, it is $P_{A_1} = \neg P_{A_2}$.

In conflict detection case between authorization and obligation policies, regardless the action of the obligation policy rule, the inequality sign ($\neq$) considers an authorization policy with negative sign ($auth-$, notAccess). It is clear that there is conflicting beha-
behavior on a system if one policy obliges an action while the other forbids the access for intersected sets of subject and target sets.

Finally, in the case of obligatory policies the inequality sign requires a more complex analysis because the opposition is expressed through the actions’ semantics. In Section 4.3.2 where we classify the policy conflicts, we referred to domain-dependent conflict classification which deals with policy inconsistencies related to the context of the application domain. We illustrated it with a little scenario of a bank employee who given two policies can make a payment request, while he is the same person that approves it. The inconsistency here is between the make payment and approve payment actions. This kind of actions’ conflicts can be dealt with the utilization of a knowledge-base library that statically defines semantic inconsistencies between actions.

**Definition 3 - 3rd Obligatory requirement:** If Definitions 1 & 2 are satisfied then two policies are in a conflicting relationship if all of their condition(s) are simultaneously true without causing empty intersections between their subject attribute sets or empty intersection between their target attribute sets. As in $P_1$ and $P_2$ case, if predicates $P_{C_1} \land P_{C_2}$ are simultaneously true then in order for a conflicting relationship to occur must be $P_{S_1} \cap P_{S_2} \lor P_{T_1} \cap P_{T_2} \neq \emptyset$.

**Proof:** A policy allows or forces a set of subjects to perform the declared action on a set of targets if and only if its boolean condition(s) is/(are) true. Otherwise its action is not performed. For two policies that satisfy the requirements of Definitions 1 and 2 and their actions cannot be performed (i.e., have their conditions true) simultaneously on the managed system, they are not in a conflicting relationship. They are in a potentially conflicting relationship. Using predicate logic a formal representation of the proof is as follows. If $P_{C_1} \land P_{C_2}$ is predicate A, an enforced policy is predicate B and a conflicting relationship between $P_1$ and $P_2$ is the predicate C then from Definition 3 we have if A $\Rightarrow$ C. The predicates B and A are in a B $\iff$ A relationship. So a negated B implies a negated C namely $\neg B \Rightarrow \neg C$.

**Note:** The analysis of condition(s) policy block is a complicated task. There are two
major conditions that can be expressed in CE policy language, the abstract ones that refer to general facts (e.g. conditions related to time) and domain specific conditions that describe constraints regarding the domain model’s concepts and attributes (e.g. the age attribute of a user concept). As mentioned before there are policy conflicts that can be detected statically and others that can be only detected at policies evaluation time, which we refer to as dynamic conflicts. To start with, if two policies under analysis satisfy the requirements of Definitions 1& 2 and have no condition attributes (conditions are optional) then they are in a conflicting relationship. If two policies under analysis have one or more conditions then we need to apply the following steps in a pairwise manner.

If the conditions of two potentially conflicting policies deal with the same attributes the computation for defining conflicting cases is executed at the conflict analysis module and the type of conflict detection is still static. For instance, if for two policies $P_1$ and $P_2$ their condition attributes $P_{C_1}$ and $P_{C_2}$ deal with the age attribute of a user concept (i.e., a domain specific condition) or a time related parameters (i.e., abstract condition) and there is intersection between the conditions $P_{C_1} : 20 < \text{age} < 40$ and $P_{C_2} : 30 < \text{age} < 40$ the $P_1$ and $P_2$ are in a conflicting relationship. An intersection in conditions’ values implies intersection between subject and target policy block sets as well. Thus, the prerequisites for conflicting relationship as stated in Definition 3 are met.

Finally, if the policies’ conditions deal with different conceptual model entities or if only one of the two policies is unconditioned then they need to be evaluated in the CE store, using the CE reasoner. In this case we deal with a dynamic conflict definition and the two policies need to be evaluated on the domain model and have their subject and target sets checked for overlapping. If the intersection between their subject sets or the intersection between their target sets is not empty then there are conflicting relationships between them.
4.4 CE-based Policy Conflict Analysis

4.4.2 Algorithm & Analysis

Dealing with conflict analysis in collaborative and highly dynamic environments, where the likelihood of conflicting policies is generally high, requires for an efficient mechanism. Moreover, remember that the environments that we focus on are populated by non IT expert users. To cope with these requirements we need to exploit the CNL capabilities provided by CE. First, its ontological nature that embeds knowledge regarding the managed system (i.e., concepts, their attributes and relationships between them) and the policies (i.e., policy grammatical blocks: subject, target etc.) as well as the reasoning capabilities of CE and its user friendly representation. The conflict analysis algorithm is executed in three discrete and sequential steps, where each one of them copes with the three conflict definitions respectively, in defining conflicting relationships between policies.

*First step:* The first, hybrid step of the algorithm exploits both the ontological nature of CE and its ability to build hierarchies of concepts and the computational flexibility provided by the conflict analysis module. It takes as input a newly created or updated policy’s subject and target attributes $P_{NewS} \& P_{NewT}$ and as output places the policy $P_{New}$ appropriately in the *Cached policy repository table*. As it is presented in Algorithm 4.1 if needed (i.e., if subject and target entities are not root concepts) it gets also the hierarchically higher subject and target attributes, up until the root concept, executing then the same process. We call this process concept selection. The index integer that defines the appropriate placement of $P_{New}$ in the cached repository table is created by the non-cryptographic, 32-bit, Java hash function. The choice of a cached repository table (i.e., an array of lists), as data structure for improving the efficiency of conflict analysis’ execution time, is based on the fact that we deal with the mapping of an arbitrary size of policies to a fixed size table.

The fixed size of the table $i \in \mathbb{N}$ represents the number of potential subject-target sets where $i = N^2$ where $N$ is the number of concepts in the conceptual model. The number of potentially conflicting polices that share the same subject-target attribute set
Algorithm 4.1: Policy conflict analysis - First step

1: get($P_{NewS}$)
2: get($P_{NewT}$)
3: addCachedRepository(hashFunction($P_{NewS}$, $P_{NewT}$), $P_{New}$)
4: if $P_{NewS}$ != mostAbstract(S) then
5:   $S'$ = getMoreAbstract(S)
6:   addCachedRepository(hashFunction($P_{NewS'}$, $P_{NewT}$), $P_{New}$)
7: if $P_{NewT}$ != mostAbstract(T) then
8:   $T'$ = getMoreAbstract(T)
9:   addCachedRepository(hashFunction($P_{NewS}$, $P_{NewT'}$), $P_{New}$)

is arbitrary as it is dynamically determined by several environmental factors. The hash function takes as input key the string values of the policy’s subject and target attributes and returns a unique hash value integer $i \in \mathbb{N}$ where $0 < i < N^2$, that represents the index of cached policy repository table. Thus, we succeed to group together in one list those policies that have potentially conflicting relationships, satisfying the requirement of Definition 1. In more detail, in Steps 1 - 3 the algorithm places appropriately the $P_{New}$ into the cached policy repository table considering the actual subject and target set. Steps 4 - 6 consider the process of policy’s placement into cached policy repository table performing the concept selection method for the policy’s subject block, while Steps 7 - 9 present the same process for policy’s target block.

Second step: The second step of the algorithm is executed in its entirety in the conflict analysis module and deals with Definition’s 2 prerequisites. It compares the action attributes $P_{NewA}$ of the new/updated policy with the action attributes of those in the same list of cached policy repository table $P_{OldA}$ as shown in Algorithm 4.2. It takes as input the action attribute of the policy under analysis $P_{New}$ and its binary type identifier $P_{NewP}$, (i.e., authorization or obligation type).

The output of the second algorithmic step is the definition of pairs of policies with
Algorithm 4.2: Policy conflict analysis - Second step

1: for cachedRepository[index].size() do
2:   if $P_{NewP} = authorization$ then
3:     if $P_{OldP} = authorization$ then
4:       if $P_{NewA} != P_{OldA}$ then
5:         potentialyConflicting($P_{New}$, $P_{Old}$)
6:     else
7:       if $P_{NewA} = negativeAuthorization$ then
8:         potentialyConflicting($P_{New}$, $P_{Old}$)
9:     else
10:    if $P_{OldP} = authorization$ then
11:      if $P_{OldA} = negativeAuthorization$ then
12:        potentialyConflicting($P_{New}$, $P_{Old}$)
13:      else
14:        if actionCoverage($P_{OldA}$, $P_{OldA}$) then
15:          potentialyConflicting($P_{New}$, $P_{Old}$)

contradicting actions. As explained in Definition’s 2 note section, the algorithm first specifies which of the three cases of conflicting policies it deals with (i.e., authentication – authentication, authentication – obligation and obligation – obligation) and then infers the relationship between their actions. The first case (authentication – authentication), compares the action strings. The second case (authentication – obligation) deals with the authorization policy type and checks whether it has a negative sign and finally in the third case (obligation – obligation) it applies the action coverage method utilizing the conflicting action library. The Steps 2 - 4 presents the algorithmic sequence for the first policy conflict case (i.e., authentication – authentication) and defines the actions’ block relationships in Step 5. Steps 7 - 8 deal with the second case (authentication – obligation) when $P_{NewA}$ has a negative sign, while Steps 10 - 12 deal with the same conflict detection case, although this time the $P_{OldA}$ is under investigation for
Algorithm 4.3: Policy conflict analysis - Third step

1: if $P_{New}$ hasCondition = true then
2:  for all $P_{NewC}$ do
3:    if $P_{Old}$ hasCondition = false then
4:      dynamicConflictAnalysis($P_{NewC}$, $P_{OldC}$)
5:    else
6:      for all $P_{OldC}$ do
7:        if $P_{NewC} == P_{OldC}$ then
8:          staticConflictAnalysis($P_{NewC}$, $P_{OldC}$)
9:        else
10:         dynamicConflictAnalysis($P_{NewC}$, $P_{OldC}$)
11:     else
12:      if $P_{OldC}$ hasCondition = false then
13:        inConflict($P_{NewC}$, $P_{OldC}$)
14:      else
15:        for all $P_{OldC}$ do
16:         dynamicConflictAnalysis($P_{NewC}$, $P_{OldC}$)

negative authorization sign. Finally, Steps 14 - 15 deal with the third case which infers conflicting relationship between $P_{New}$ & $P_{Old}$ if the action coverage process defines so.

Third step: The third step of the algorithm computes Definition 3 conditions and is executed in the conflict analysis module (in the case of static conflict detection case) or both the conflict analysis module and CE Store processing environment (in the case of dynamic conflict detection case). It takes as input the output of Algorithm 4.2 (i.e., the pairs of potentially conflicting policies $P_{NewC}$, $P_{OldC}$) and follows the steps described in Definition’s 3 note section as presented in Algorithm 4.3. In more detail Steps 2 - 4 deal with the case of dynamic conflict analysis when the $P_{OldC}$ is empty (i.e., no policy condition). In Steps 6 - 8 it is presented the static policy conflict analysis when
$P_{NewC}$ and $P_{OldC}$ refer to the same domain model concepts while in Steps 9 - 10 the
dynamic conflict analysis is executed when both $P_{NewC}$ and $P_{OldC}$ are not empty and
refer to different concepts. Finally, Steps 12 - 13 define conflicting policy relationship
when both $P_{NewC}$ and $P_{OldC}$ are empty and Steps 15 - 16 present the dynamic conflict
detection in the case where $P_{NewC}$ is empty.

4.5 CE Policy Conflict Analysis Evaluation

The validity of the CE-based policy conflict analysis mechanism is supported by the
theoretical analysis in the previous section. A demo video [71] of policy conflict
detection prototype utilizing the web interface of CE Store can be found at https://users.cs.cf.ac.uk/C.Parizas/Demo.swf. To test the performance of the CE-based policy conflict analysis mechanism we devised a set of experiments in order to
compare the number of total comparisons needed for it to determine conflicting policies
compared to the number of total comparisons needed for a naive pairwise conflict ana-
lysis to achieve the same goal.

We compare our approach to the naive pairwise model because the vast majority of
the proposed conflict analysis tools follows it. To the best of our knowledge only [29]
proposes an efficient analysis, i.e., not a pairwise approach, in generic and domain-
independent conflict analysis tool as a continuation to the work in [28]. Given the
heterogeneity between ours and prior work as presented in Section 4.2 in terms of
implementation, tools’ utilization and policy representation, it is hard to choose a prior
and ideally the most efficient approach and compare ours to.

Our evaluation focuses on measuring the performance of our approach when system
parameters such as the number of concepts involved in PBMS as well as the number of
policies scales up. We assume that a PBMS in charge of managing a system with fewer
concepts (i.e., fewer entities to be managed) will contain fewer policies as well, com-
pared to a PBMS that manages system with more concepts and thus policies. Before
we start to explain the experimental work and its results, we first present the analysis of our algorithm comparing it with the naive pairwise approach analysis, focusing on their time complexity.

Assume a PBMS that is comprised of \( n \) policies where \( n \in \mathbb{N} \). In order for the naive pairwise algorithms to compare all \( n \) policies with each other and given that the analysis is applied on SAT policy syntax, each policy needs to make four types of comparisons (i.e., condition, subject, action and target), with all the existing policies in PBMS. Given that by comparing policy rule P1 to P2 is the same comparison as if comparing P2 to P1 we consider a decent pairwise opponent, which needs time \( T \) given by the Equation 4.1

\[
T(n) = 4 \times \frac{n(n - 1)}{2}
\]  

(4.1)

namely a quadratic execution time where time complexity is \( O(n^2) \). The approach we propose for a list of \( n \) policies where \( n \in \mathbb{N} \) has three discrete and sequential steps of execution. The first step utilizing the cached repository table data structure derivative of the hash function. in just 1 step, it implements the comparison of subject and target blocks by placing policies that share the same sets of those attributes in the same list ready to be compared in terms of the rest two policy blocks (action and condition(s)). Given that the comparison for the rest two policy objects is a pairwise process as well, the overall time \( T \) for the proposed algorithm execution is given by the Equation 4.2

\[
T(n, N, m, k) = 1 + \sum_{i=1}^{N^2} \frac{m_i(m_i - 1)}{2} + k
\]  

(4.2)

namely a quadratic execution time where time complexity is \( O(n^2) \) similar to pairwise approach. The variable \( N \in \mathbb{N} \) is the number of concepts that comprises the conceptual model, variable \( m_i \) represent the \( i \)th set of \( m \) policies that share the same set of subject and target policy blocks and finally variable \( k \) represents the number of pairs of policies that satisfy Definitions’ 1 & 2 prerequisites. However, the variables \( m, k \in \mathbb{N} \) have the
following relation compared to $n$: $n > m > k$. This is a result of the discrete and sequential execution of our algorithm. The naive, pairwise approaches compare all the policy blocks with each other while our approach gradually, as it evolves excludes policy comparisons considering only policies that are potentially conflicting given the prior and current algorithmic steps.

For the evaluation of CE-based policy conflict analysis mechanism’s performance, we run a set of experiments simulating its application on three different PBMS scenarios considering different values for two parameters. In the first case we assume the management of a rather simple system which is comprised of 5 different concepts that interact with each other through 4 different types of relationships. Therefore, the policy subject and target blocks can be any of these 5 concepts while the possible policy action can be any of the 4 different relations.

Moreover, in the first experimental case we assume a number $n = 100$ of policies in charge of managing the aforementioned system. All the policies are randomly created considering the sets of possible condition, subject, action and target attributes of the managed system. In all three scenarios the policies have only one condition and all conditions’ analysis is performed in conflict analysis module (i.e., static conflict evaluation) for simplicity.

In the second case we experiment assuming a managed system composed of 10 different concepts and same number of relationships while the number of polices in charge of governing the system is now $n = 1000$. Finally, in the last set of experiment we assume a system composed of 20 concepts and same number of relationships, while the number of policies is $n = 10000$. We repeat each one of the three simulated cases 10 times averaging the measurements and rounding the decimals.

We present the performance evaluation results in Figures 4.2, 4.3 & 4.2. All three of them compare the number of comparisons needed for each one of the policy rule blocks (i.e., subject, target, action, condition) as well as the total number of comparisons needed in order for the CE-based and the naive pairwise approaches to determine
conflicting policy relationships. Due to the different scale between the CE-based and the naive pairwise approach, all three figures present two y axis. The left hand side one, as indicated, presents the CE-based comparisons and is paired with the clustered columns chart, while the right hand side refers to the naive pairwise comparisons paired with the line with markers chart. The error bars on clustered column charts represent (+ / -) 1 Standard Deviation.
Figure 4.4: Policy Analysis Comparisons - 10,000 Policies

Figure 4.2 presents the results for the first experimental case; Figure 4.3 and 4.4 respectively present results for the second and the third experimental case as described above. The results for the pairwise approach evaluation are products of Equation 4.1 and they are fixed numbers, given the managed system parameters, such as policy attributes and number of policies in charge, so they lack error bars. At a glance in all three cases the CE-based approach outperforms the pairwise approach by a large margin. See that the CE approach needs almost no time to execute the comparisons for the first two policy blocks, which actually means that our approach needs almost no time (one computational step) to make half of the overall comparisons, given that there are in total 4 different policy rule blocks that need to be processed. Thus, the CE-based approach reduces the number of comparisons compared to the pairwise approaches to half.

Having the policies grouped into $i$ number of lists with policies that share similar subject-target pairs we divide the input number $m$ of action attribute comparisons almost by a factor of $i$ (it is not exactly $i$ because the lists are not balanced in terms of number of policies). And finally, in the third stage we proceed to the pairwise comparison for the condition attribute only for those policies that comply with Definitions
1 and 2 prerequisites. In other words, the proposed approach decreases the number, sparing the system from unnecessary comparisons.

Finally, in Table 4.1 in order to clearly visualize the superiority of CE-based against the pairwise approach we present the ratio of the total number of comparisons needed in both cases, CE-based and pairwise. It turns out that in order for the pairwise approach to define conflicting policies in first experimental case it needs to compute 57 times the comparisons the CE-based approach need. As the number of policies and domain model concepts increase the ratio decreases as well. Thus, in the second case the pairwise needs 225 times the comparisons the CE-based approach needs, while in the most extreme case the difference between pairwise and CE-based approach goes up to 840 times more comparisons.

### 4.6 Discussion

We conclude that our approach scales better as the number of entities to be managed increases compared to the naive pairwise approaches. This is a trend in contemporary IT systems development today. The rapid evolution of the Internet and the increasing complexities and heterogeneity of modern networking technologies increase the number of resources to be managed posing a significant challenge to systems’ management models. Hence, the proposed policy conflict analysis approach seems to be a viable solution to coping with scaled systems’ management.

Once a pair of conflicting policies is being defined, the conflict then needs to be resolved, either by refining the conflicting rules in a way that they do not contradict with each other or by rejecting one of them and keeping the other, which is the model that is
widely applied to date. The model which is used in most of the conflict resolution cases is inspired by legal theory and practice applying some minor adjustments following the three doctrines as described in [98]. These doctrines are shortly described as follows:

- **Lex superior**: it gives priority to the most important policy, that can be for instance a policy issued by a super user compared to one with lower credentials, or the negative authorization policy against a positive one there are numerous modifications.

- **Lex posterior**: it gives priority to newer policy over an older one.

- **Lex specialis**: it gives priority to a more specific policy over a more general one, that can be a policy with more conditions for instance.

There are few exceptions to that such as the work in [6], which proposes a policy conflict resolution algorithms, aiming to automate the process based on a mechanism that associates relative priority values to policies.

The policy conflict resolution is outside the scope of this thesis. The way we proceed with the task of resolution is to push the pairs of conflicting policies to the policy makers (hence the semiautomatic approach) and let them decide which one to dispose and which to keep. And this is a transparent way, utilizing the user friendly representation of CE and the rationale explanation of policies as presented in Section 3.6.

We adhere to this approach simply because: a) the scenarios that we cope with are sensitive (emergency response, military etc.) and b) we believe that a static conflict resolution approach based on those doctrines above is not suitable for highly dynamic environments. Imagine for instance a policy-based managed system involved in a life critical operation that relies on such simple and static rules when the environment is highly dynamic and affected by many factors. That could be catastrophic.

Thus, we opted to keep the human-in-the-loop, even though it makes the conflict resolution, and as a consequence, the overall policy conflict analysis process slower. We
believe that the need for more sophisticated solutions is needed in general and this is part of future work.
Chapter 5

Interest-based Negotiation for Policy-based Asset Sharing in Collaborative Environments

5.1 Introduction

Resource sharing is an important but complex problem to be solved. The problem is exacerbated in a coalition context due to policy constraints placed on the resources. Thus, to effectively share resources, members of a coalition need to negotiate on policies and at times refine them to meet the needs of the operating environment. Towards achieving this goal, in this chapter we propose a novel policy negotiation mechanism based on the interest-based negotiation paradigm. Interest-based negotiation promotes collaboration when compared with more traditional negotiation approaches such as position-based negotiations.

5.2 Background & Related Work

The first computer applications for supporting bilateral negotiations were developed in late 1960s [31]. The reason for their emergence was to assist human negotiators to overcome weaknesses related to negotiation process such as cognitive biases, emo-
tional risks, and their inability to manage complex negotiation environments. Although there is rich literature on negotiation protocols in autonomous, Multi-agent Systems (MAS), there is very limited and no mature work done on policy negotiation.

Briefly, an agent in the context of MAS, is perceived as a software computational entity, capable of possessing the properties of autonomy, social ability, reactivity and pro-activeness [103]. In order for MAS agents to cooperatively solve problems, a comprehensive interaction is needed. Negotiation is an effective agent interaction mechanism, enabling autonomous bidirectional deliberation in both situations of competition and cooperation. For the development of sophisticated, negotiation models there are three areas that need to be considered: a) the negotiation protocols that define the rules of interaction amongst agents, b) the negotiation objects that contain the range of issues on which agreements must be achieved and c) the negotiation decision making models that guide agents’ concession stance [35].

Initially, automated negotiation has received considerable attention in the field of economics, utilizing the analytical methods of game theory [61], aiming to calculate the equilibrium outcome before the negotiation game is played. While interesting conceptually, game theoretic approaches have been criticized for assuming: a) complete and common information and b) perfect and correct information. However, most real world problems are cases of imperfect, erroneous and incomplete information where revelation is not realistic [72].

Heuristic negotiation approaches started to being studied, to cope with the computationally expensive game theoretic ones, which were based on unrealistic assumptions, considering for instance that each agent has unlimited computational resources and time. Thus, they focused on producing good, but efficient negotiation decisions, as opposed to the optimal and inefficient ones provided by predecessors [50]. The two basic limitations of heuristic approaches were: a) the underused agent communication and cognitive capabilities (e.g., agents’ rejection as a feedback when a negotiation agreement is not achieved) and b) the statically defined agents positions (i.e., each agent has
5.2 Background & Related Work

Argumentation-based negotiation (ABN) has been introduced as a means to enhance automated negotiation by exchanging richer information between negotiators. Interest-based negotiation (IBN) is a type of ABN that describes a mechanism where negotiating agents exchange information about the goals that motivate the negotiation action [37].

We see the role of PBMS in managing large, complex and dynamic systems as of a high importance and the existence of sophisticated ways to do so imperative. We believe that the integration of an effective negotiation mechanism on a PBMS works towards this direction. Moreover, no work had previously attempted to bring the IBN paradigm into policy negotiation.

The authors in [86] focus on the requirements of policy languages, which deal with trust negotiation and pay attention to the technical aspects and properties of trust models to effectively negotiate with access requests. They do not research any of the aspects of policy negotiation and the scenarios they deal with are less dynamic compared to our problem domain. Authors in [45] propose an architecture that combines a policy-based management mechanism for evaluating privacy policy rules with a policy negotiation roadmap. The work is very generic and does not provide clear evidence of any effectiveness of the proposed approach, while lacking any evaluation. To the best of our knowledge [22], is the first work that looks into policy negotiation and covers the area in depth. It also looks into collaborating environments and introduces the notion of ABN in policy negotiation. However, it focuses on a very specific application domain in which it deals with writing insurance policies. The whole process is based on a static approach maintaining a common and collaborative knowledge base.

The work discussed in [92] has several similarities to our work; it deals with cooperating environments and a PBMS is employed in support of service composition in a distributed setting. The authors have used a negotiation framework to effectively compose services. Finally, [21] proposes a policy negotiation approach and presents its
architecture. It lacks of any evaluation while it does not consider either multi-partner or dynamic environments, following the PBN paradigm.

The work discussed in [92] has many similarities to our work. The main difference with the work proposed herein is that the objective of the negotiation performed in [92] is the services that are managed by policies, not the policies themselves. We believe that in order to decrease the management overhead the objective of negotiation should be the policies. This is because policies are the core of PBMS and the logical component where the system’s management resides.

5.3 Interest-based Policy Negotiation Scenario

Below we provide illustrative scenarios to motivate the use of IBN in policy negotiation in resource sharing situations. In Subsection 3.1 we revisit the classic orange–chefs scenario discussed in best-selling book *Getting to YES* [37] and then expand it to an opportunistic, mobile resource sharing scenario in Subsection 3.2.

5.3.1 The Chefs-Orange Scenario

Two chefs that work in the same kitchen, want to use orange for their recipes. Unfortunately, there is only one orange left. Instead of starting negotiating on who is going to get the orange or portion of it (as in a zero-sum, PBN approach), the two chefs opt to follow an IBN inspired approach. So, they ask each other why they need the orange for. In other words, they try to better understand their underlying goals of using the orange. Answering the “why” question it turns out that one chef needs only the orange flesh (to execute a sauce recipe) while the other needs only its peel (for executing a dessert recipe) leading them to share the orange accordingly, achieving a win-win negotiation outcome.
5.3 Interest-based Policy Negotiation Scenario

5.3.2 Asset Sharing Policy Negotiation

An individual P2 wants to access a smartphone device SMD owned by an individual P1. However, P1 has a set of restrictions which are captured by policy set R on how to share SMD with other people. These restrictions may reflect privacy concerns (e.g., by accessing their smartphone, one could have access to their photos). For the sake of clarity, in this example, we assume that the set R contains the following policy constraint R1: do not share the device SMD with anyone else but its owner P1. When P2 asks for permission to use the physical device SMD, R1 prohibits this action. Ostensibly there is little room for negotiation here, if one follows a PBN approach with the current set of policies.

However, by applying the IBN and trying to understand the underlying interests of the involving parties, we believe the situation could be handled in a satisfactory manner for both parties. For example, asking the “why” question it turns out that P2 needs a data service (as opposed to the physical device) in order to execute the task of Email submission and P1 does not mind sharing a data connection as a hotspot with a trusted party; if P1 could get to know why P2 needs the device for, the situation could be solved to the satisfaction of both parties. All an IBN mechanism needs to do in this case is to introduce another policy – actually a refinement of the existing policy – to R1 to say that data service can be shared among trusted parties. We argue that in such cases, by understanding the situation and broadening the space of possible negotiation deals, one can reach a win-win solution.

The intuition behind ABN is that the negotiating parties can improve the way they negotiate by exchanging explicit information about their intentions. This information exchange reveals unknown, non-shared, incomplete, and imprecise information about the underlying attitudes of the parties involved in the negotiation [81]. Think for instance, a negotiation case where two negotiators after exchanging offers are very close to achieve an agreement, but lacking this extra information they give up moments before achieving it.
5.4 Interest-based Policy Negotiation Mechanism

As stated earlier, IBN is a type of ABN where the negotiating parties exchange information about their negotiation goals, which then guide the negotiation process. Thus, the why part of the intention is of major importance when compared with the what part. We would say, that the IBN is more of a negotiation shortcut method rather than a typical negotiation process. By attacking the problem of negotiation, IBN could potentially skip the proposals making, the options trading and the need for negotiating parties to offer concession as in PBN cases. Instead of trying to negotiate on a fixed pie, it tries to find alternatives so that to expand it. In the next section, we shall introduce our IBN-based policy mechanism and provide our intuition behind the approach.

5.4 Interest-based Policy Negotiation Mechanism

Designing and developing intelligent tools and protocols for enhancing the negotiation process amongst human negotiators, needs to focus on achieving some desirable outcomes that are secured by meeting a set of systematic properties such as: guaranteed success (i.e., negotiation mechanism that guarantees agreement), simplicity (i.e., eases negotiation decision for the participants), or maximizing social welfare (i.e., maximization of the sum of payoffs or utilities of participants) to name a few. A complete list of desirable negotiation outcomes and evaluation criteria as described throughout the literature can be found in [84]. The main objective of the negotiation mechanism proposed herein, is the maximization of social welfare.

In scenarios that often suffer from resource scarcity (i.e., environments where resource demand exceeds supply), and many user tasks may be competing for the same resource in order to be served, like those described in Section 1.4, the formation of coalitions offers alleviation by bringing more resources to the table. The relationships between coalition parties in those scenarios are mostly peer-to-peer (P2P), but we do not assume fully cooperative relationships. Coalition partners often pursue cooperation but they do not want to share sensitive intelligence that can deliver greater value to the opponents
In literature this kind of relationship model, where parties have cooperative and competitive attitudes from time to time, is called coopetition [17]. The PBMS and its sets of policies is in charge here, playing a regulative role in order to keep balance between asset sharing and asset “protection”.

The stricter the partners’ policies are, the higher the barriers towards collaboration are set. This is where the IBN mechanism comes in, trying to lower these barriers in order to establish better collaboration through asset sharing (i.e., increase overall the number of served tasks and thus increase the social welfare) while maintaining the compromise from the asset owners point of view at the same levels.

The mechanism presented herein allows negotiation on policies with minimal human intervention. In traditional system management, policies associated with PBMS are static (or rarely change); these systems, however, fail miserably in dynamic environments where policies need to adapt according to situational changes. We note that it is not prudent to assume human operators in these environments that can effectively be on top of every change to manage PBMS(s) effectively; they require automated assistance.

Summarizing the intention behind applying an IBN mechanism, on policy regulated asset sharing, it considers a cooperative negotiation approach, for strict policies refinement, that aims to: a) maximize social welfare by increasing the overall usability of collaborating assets while b) remaining faithful to existing authorization policies, maintaining their core trends. Utilizing such a tool, a multilateral policy transformation can be achieved establishing a more effective PBMS, considering input and criteria from multi-party formations, for the benefit of the coalition. The product of IBN execution is a new refined authorization policy rule. The IBN mechanism when refining the strict policy, considers the interest of both: resource owner and resource requestor. As for the negotiation’s protocol, each negotiation session considers sets of two negotiators, so we deal with a bilateral negotiation mechanism. The issue that needs to be settled through the negotiation process, is the granting (or not) of access
to non-sharable assets. From that perspective the protocol deals with a single-attribute negotiations.

5.4.1 Policies Under Negotiation

The proposed policy negotiation framework is applied on authorization policies expressed in CE policy language [70]. The CE policy language has been presented in detail in Chapter [3]. Very briefly, it is used to define domain models that describe the system to be managed. The domain models take the form of concept definitions and comprise objects, their properties, and the relationships among them. These domain model components are the building blocks of an attribute-based policy language expressed in the very same CE representation.

Each policy rule follows the if – condition(s) – action form and consists of four basic grammatical blocks: Subject, Action, Target and boolean Condition(s).

![Figure 5.1: Authorization Policy Negotiation Scenario: Domain Model](image)

The utilization of CE here is two-fold. It is not only the user friendly formal repres-
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entation of a) the system to be managed and b) its policy-based management but it also helps decision makers who lack technical expertise cope in a more transparent way with the complexities associated with policy negotiation. This is by comparing the original to the refined policy in a more user friendly way. Figure 5.1 provides a graphical depiction of the CE-based domain model, which describes the smartphone access scenario of Section 5.3.2, while the CE representation of policy R1 is shown below.

Policy R1

If
( there is an asset A named SMD ) and
( there is a person P named P1 )
then
( the person P canAccess the asset A )

5.4.2 IBN Integration into Policy Regulated Asset Sharing

The role of policies in managing a system, is to guide its actions towards behaviors that would secure optimal system outcomes. Different users have different rights, relationships and interests in regards to deployed coalition resources. Non-owner users want to gain access to resources in order to increase the probability of serving their tasks’ needs, while owners want to protect their resources from unauthorized users. There is therefore a monopolistic resource usage case. The proposed negotiation approach considers both concerns in a single mechanism providing a mechanism that pursues a win-win negotiation outcome for any sets of negotiators. In other words, it tries through negotiation to redefine what is a suboptimal system outcome given: a) the currently-deployed resources, b) the user created tasks’ needs and c) the policies themselves.
5.4 Interest-based Policy Negotiation Mechanism

Figure 5.2: Interest-based policy negotiation and task implementation

The finite state diagram of Figure 5.2 provides a depiction of the role the policy negotiation tool plays in the tasks’ implementation of collective endeavors. The IBN is an additional step of intelligence compared to how the process flows in Chapter 2. The human task creator, wanting to serve their appetite for information, creates tasks that require a utility demand. The asset-task assignment component is in charge here for optimizing the task utility by allocating the appropriate resources (information-providing assets) to each task. The PBMS component is responsible then for evaluating and enforcing authorization policies made by multi-party collaborators. In the case of a non-restrictive authorization policy the task creator gets their task served. If the policy rule is restrictive, the policy negotiation component takes over. It modifies the policy rule accordingly, and passes it to the asset owner for confirmation. Given the asset owner’s decision the task is then either satisfied or unsatisfied.
5.4.3 IBN Enabled PBMS

The policy negotiation framework can be integrated into a PBMS as a plug-in, enabling negotiation in a policy enforcement process. A PBMS, as defined by standards organizations such as IETF and DMTF consists of four basic components as shown in Figure 5.3: a) the policy management tool, b) the policy repository, c) the policy enforcement point, and d) the policy decision point [106]. The policy management tool is the entry point through which policy makers interface (write, update and delete) with policies to be enforced on the system. The policy repository is a specific data store where the policies generated by the management tool are held (step A1). The PEP is the logical component that can take actions on enforcing the policies’ decisions, while the PDP is the logical entity that makes policy decisions for itself or for other system elements that request such decisions. Triggered by an event that needs policy’s evaluation the PEP contacts PDP (step A2), which is responsible for fetching the necessary policy from policy repository (step A3, A4), evaluates it and decides the actions that need to be enforced on PEP (step A5).

In addition to the four basic PBMS elements, Figure 5.3 also includes a human-in-the-loop element, representing the roles played by the asset requestor and owner in the negotiation process. The additional component where the IBN framework resides is called Policy Negotiation Point (PNP) and lies between the PEP and PDP, interfacing also with the human-in-the-loop element. As mentioned before, the PNP is triggered to attempt to refine authorization policies when a user creates a task that cannot be served due to restrictive policies. The dashed lines show optional communication between the PBMS components, which is only established when a policy negotiation incident occurs. The red numbered part of the figure (flow paths which are prefixed by A’s) describe the typical PBMS operational flow, while the green part (flow paths which are prefixed by B’s) replace step A5 (red, dotted line) with the policy negotiation extension. Note that the separation between the components can be only logical when they reside in the same physical device. When PNP detects a restrictive policy (step B5) it refines
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In general, negotiation protocols contain the set of rules that manage the interaction between negotiating parties [46]. These rules define who is permitted to participate in the negotiation process and under what conditions (i.e., negotiating and any non-negotiating third parties). The rules also manage the participants’ actions throughout the process.

Figure 5.3: IBN extended PBMS

it following the steps described in the following section and passes it to the asset owner for confirmation (step B6). If the asset owner accepts the refined policy rule, it is then pushed to PEP for enforcement (step B7) and either is stored in Policy Repository permanently (step B8) or can be only enforced once and then be discarded. This is on asset owner’s jurisdiction. Otherwise step A5 is executed as before.

5.5 Achieving IBN through Policy Refinement

In general, negotiation protocols contain the set of rules that manage the interaction between negotiating parties [46]. These rules define who is permitted to participate in the negotiation process and under what conditions (i.e., negotiating and any non-negotiating third parties). The rules also manage the participants’ actions throughout the process. 
The negotiating parties in our scenario are essentially decision makers who generally lack negotiation expertise. Thus, the IBN mechanism tries to take, as much as possible, the negotiation weight off their shoulders rather than providing them the means for making proposals and trade options themselves. However, it does not exclude them completely from the negotiation process as in fully automated models. To achieve such behavior it simply applies the IBN principles described in Chefs-Orange scenario of Section 5.3.1, exploiting the domain model’s semantics, the semantics of the policies and the seamless relation between them as they both share the same CE representation.

The objective of the negotiation is the restrictive policies themselves. Asking the why question, as in Chefs-Orange scenario, to the asset requestor side, the PNP gets as a reply the reason why they need the asset for (i.e., to get their task served). Asking the why question to the asset owners/policy authors side, it gets the reasons why they do not want to grant access to their assets respectively. The prerequisite for the PNP operation here, is to have full and accurate knowledge of the managed system. This is achieved by having unlimited and unconditional access to both domain model and policy rules of Policy Repository. Unlike the majority of the proposed PBN approaches, the human-in-the-loop negotiators in our case are ignorant of the preferences of their opponents, neither make assumptions about or try to learn them, while their knowledge in terms of the domain model reaches only the ground of their own expertise and ownership.

Utilizing CE as the formal representation for describing the system to be managed, and the representation for expressing authorization policies, eases the human-machine communication (i.e., communication between PNP and non-IT expert negotiators) for exchanging information regarding the negotiation process in a transparent way. The human-machine communication through CE conversational agents has been described in [78]. Briefly, it is a communication protocol, that supports theory of conversations from full natural language to a form of Controlled CNL amenable to machine processing and automated reasoning, including high-level information fusion tasks. It supports three forms of interactions between: 1) human --> machine (human initiates
an interaction in NL and the machine feeds back CE, prompting the human to refine
the CE and agree an unambiguous CE form of the content), 2) machine -> human (in-
teraction here is to inform a human or ask them for information) and 3) machine ->
machine (exchange information between software agents through an exchange of CE
content).

However, trying to automate as much as possible the negotiation process, the why ques-
tion is rather rhetorical here (i.e., PNP does not require input from user). In the asset
requestor’s case, the answer to the why question is quite simple and straightforward
and the PNP is aware of it just taking input from the Asset-Task Assignment compon-
et of Figure 5.2. The asset requestor clearly wants to access the asset in order to get
their task served. Hence, a desired negotiation outcome as far as the asset requestor
is concerned, is the derivation of a refined policy that has them included in the set of
Subject policy block, with a positive access (i.e., canAccess) Action, to a Target set that
includes the prohibited asset capable of serving their task’s needs.

Inferring the answer to the why question from the asset owner’s side, for understand-
ing their interests and broadening the negotiation space, is a more challenging task.
In general any application of authorization systems, aims to specify access rights to
resources. Thus, a simple answer would be including the reasons why asset owners
want to decline access rights to their resources in a negative authorization policy, or
in contrast, the reasons for granting access to their resources in a positive authoriza-
tion policy. Thus, the why question from the asset owner/policy maker side can be
extracted as the rationale of a policy rule. Combining the definitions from [65] [27]
we conclude that rationale is the reasoning pathway from contextual facts, assump-
tions and decisions, through the reasoning steps, which describes the development of
an artifact including details of why it was designed.

Looking carefully at a policy rule, its rationale is basically described from the policy’s
Condition(s) block. The policy R1 of Section 5.4.1 is rather a simple one referring de-
liberately to a simple scenario and this might not be easily inferred. Considering other
more complex policy rules with several conditions describing for instance constraints such as the age of the requestor or their expertise this is easier inferred\(^1\).

![Figure 5.4: Ontology Modification: Step one](image)

However, this is not exactly the answer to the why question we are looking for here. Seeing the policies as the means for guiding systems’ actions towards behaviors to achieve optimal outcomes, the *Condition(s)* policy block refers to the actions level of the policy. Our focus here is on the higher level, that of the system’s behavior. Focusing on a higher level, gives us the agility to find different policies as far as the actions are concerned, that provides the same functionality in terms of behavior; and the different policies we are looking for are those which serve the needs of the asset requestors as well. Achieving this goal we achieve a win-win negotiation outcome like the one described in Chefs-Orange scenario. The next four steps describe through a graphical representation the process to reach such an outcome.

**Step 1:** The simplistic domain model of Figure 5.1 presents only the concepts involved in the smartphone scenario of Section 5.3.2 and their relationships. It hides however their properties. In the smartphone example for instance, we assume that the concept Asset has a property named *Provided capability* and that the Asset instance named

\(^1\)The age and experience is just two random conditions, that could be constraints in an authorization policy and are used as examples here; they have no significant meaning explaining the policy IBN process.
SMD has the provided capability property named *Tethering*. Thus, the policy rule R1 by denying access to SMD, it denies access to any of SMD’s provided capability as well. The IBN process starts by dealing first with the restrictive rule’s *Target* block $RestrictiveRule_T$ (i.e., restricted asset). Trying to broaden the negotiation space in order to find alternative policies that satisfy both negotiators, it breaks down the asset’s properties and isolates the provided capabilities, (in smartphone example for instance it isolates Tethering capability from SMD) as shown in Figure 5.4 while adding them in a list named $PCL[n]$ as shown in Algorithm’s step 1.

**Figure 5.5: Ontology Modification: Step two**

**Step 2**: Each Task of Figure 5.1 requires a set of capabilities in order to be served so it has a property, named *Required capability*. The Task instance of smart environment example (i.e., Email submission) has a number of required capabilities too, including *Tethering*. The second step of IBN algorithm deals with the Tasks issue; It breaks down their properties and isolates their required capabilities indicated as Task $RC$ in Algorithm in Algorithm’s step 1. In smartphone example for instance, it isolates the Tethering capability from task Email submission as shown in Figure 5.5. It adds those capabilities then in the required capabilities list $RCL[n]$ as shown in Algorithm’s step 2.

**Step 3**: Often the tasks’ required capabilities might span outside the capabilities offered
Figure 5.6: Ontology Modification: Step three

Algorithm 5.1: Policy IBN Algorithm

Input: restrictiveRule, Task, assetRequestor

1: add(restrictiveRule, ProvidedCapability, PCL[n])
2: add(Task, RCL[n])
3: CCL[n] = PCL[n]
4: CCL[n].retainAll(RCL[n])
5: for all CCL[n] do
7: push(ruleRefined)

by one particular asset (e.g., a task might need to utilize capabilities provided by a
set of assets). The third step of IBN algorithm, makes the matching between Asset’s
provided capabilities and Task’s required capabilities. It matches this way the subset of
the prohibited asset’s properties that are needed for the implementation of the desired
Task as shown in Figure 5.6. The asset requestor now can access a subset/subsystem
of the asset that provides required capabilities for their task implementation. A third
list, called common capabilities list $CCL[n]$ as shown in Algorithm’s 5.1 steps 3 - 4 is
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created, which contains those matched capabilities.

**Step 4:** This step performs the *policy refinement*[^2]. For all the common capabilities of $CCL[n]$ a new refined policy rule is created as shown in Algorithm’s 5.1 steps 5 - 6. Step 6 describes the attributes of the refined policy rules. The refined policies’ ID is the integer $ID = restrictiveRule_{ID} + n$ while all the policies have *Authorization* as policy type. The asset requestor (in smartphone example that is P2) is the *Subject* block of the refined policy rules, which has as *Action* block a positive authorization (i.e., canAccess) while its *Target* block contains, the provided by the prohibited Asset and required by the desired Task capabilities of list $CCL[n]$ (in smartphone example that is Tethering). The condition policy block is empty. The CE refined policies are passed then to the asset owner for approval as shown in Algorithm’s 5.1 step 7. Below we provide the refined policy $R1$-Refined of smartphone example.

Policy $R1$-Refined

if
   
   ( there is an asset A named SMD ) and
   ( the asset A has the capability C named Tethering ) and
   ( there is a person P named P2 )
then
   ( the person P canAccess the capability C ).

The asset owner P1 is in charge of confirming or not the replacement of policy R1 from the proposed policy $R1$-Refined. In the case of confirmation the refined policy is either stored permanently in Policy Repository replacing its predecessor or can only be enforced once and then be discarded as explained before. The successful completion of IBN leads the negotiating parties to a win-win negotiation, with the asset requestor get-[^11]: Note that the term *policy refinement* herein refers to a different process than the policy refinement in [11], which describes the process of interpreting more general, business layer policies to more specific, system layer ones.
5.6 Policy IBN Evaluation

The ideal evaluation of the behavior and effectiveness of IBN in policy refinement would be if applying it to human users operating for instance in an opportunistic network scenario sharing their assets, subject to authorization policies. Considering their own sharing constraints they would be responsible for the acceptance or rejection of the refined policies proposed by IBN.

5.6.1 Simulation Setup

Given that we lack the resources for such an experimentation we simulate this environment in Java. The simulation describes an asset sharing scenario in a small and short lived opportunistic network. In the scenario there are three basic concepts. The human users, their assets and the tasks they create similarly to the experiments of Chapter 2. The users are the asset owners and responsible for their sharing with the others through a policy-based system. Being eager for information consumption users create tasks which in order to be served, they need particular resources provided by the deployed assets. Thus, tasks are the entities that require capability while assets are the ones that provide capability in order for a task to be served. Often the task creators are not able to serve their tasks utilizing their asset resources and ask for support by users in the opportunistic network.

The opportunistic network scenario assumes 8 users. Each one of them owns one asset. There are three types of assets as many as the type of the tasks the users can create. Each asset type has the capability to serve a particular task type meeting its information requirements. As far as the asset sharing is concerned, it is managed through policies.
written by asset owners. Each user is responsible for whether to exclusively use their assets (following concerns regarding security, privacy and other issues) or sharing them with the others. We do not assume any spatial constraints in the simulated opportunistic network which means that all the users operate in a field in a distance where their devices have enough transmission/reception capability to cover communication range and share information with each other.

Moreover, one out of three asset types has a monolithic architectural design making it capable of serving only one particular task unlike the other two asset types, which are more capable devices and can operate as platforms of provided capabilities able to serve more than one task types.

To visualize better the simulated scenario think of the following vignette. Eight users are a group of people (i.e., network’s users) hiking a mountain. The three types of assets might be a smartphone device such as the SMD described in previous sections, a music player equipped with transmitter/receiver and communication protocol capabilities able to communicate with other assets of the same type and a monolithic wearable pedometer device. The three possible tasks created by users are these of emailing, which requires internet connection provided by a smartphone device, music sharing which is served by portable music players capable of exchanging songs and playlists with other devices of the same type and that of steps counting served by the monolithic pedometer.

The IBN following the algorithm that was explained in the previous section is only capable to be applied on polylithic assets when strict policies are applied on (i.e., SMD and music player device). For the implementation of the step counting task the user needs to physically access a pedometer device. If the user that creates a steps counting task either does not own a pedometer device or any of the pedometer devices of the network are not sharable due to strict sharing policies, the policy IBN mechanism is unable to provide any refinement in this case.

The total number of created tasks is 100. They are created randomly by the eight users,
which implies uneven number of tasks for each user\footnote{Randomness in this simulation is achieved utilizing the generation of pseudorandom numbers of Java Random class. The class uses a 48-bit seed, which is modified using a linear congruential formula as described in\cite{48}.}. Task types are also randomly created as do the types of the deployed/user owned assets. As it was mentioned before, the main objective of the IBN mechanism is the maximization of social welfare. To measure the effect of IBN on social welfare in our scenario we use as metrics the proportion of served and dropped tasks (the definition of served and dropped tasks is as described in detail in Chapter\cite{2}).

To have a complete picture of IBN effect on social welfare we experiment with three asset sharing models. The first is the strictest one and deals with very conservative, in terms of sharing policies, users where they do not share any of their devices with others in the network. In this case the asset sharing is set to 0\% and the tasks created in the simulation can only be served if their creators’ devices are capable to do so. In the second experiment we set the asset sharing to 25\% namely 25\% of the total devices are sharable and finally the last and most liberal case deals with 50\% asset sharing. In all three experiments we measure the proportion of served and dropped tasks when: a) the IBN mechanism is deactivated IBN OFF and b) the IBN mechanism is activated IBN ON. For all six experimental cases

- **Asset sharing 0\%:** 1) IBN OFF, 2) IBN ON Figure\ref{fig:5.8}
- **Asset sharing 25\%:** 1) IBN OFF, 2) IBN ON Figure\ref{fig:5.9}
- **Asset sharing 50\%:** 1) IBN OFF, 2) IBN ON Figure\ref{fig:5.10}

we repeat each simulation instance 100 times averaging the measurements.
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5.6.2 Simulation RedLines

For simulating the acceptance or rejection of the refined policies (i.e., the relaxed policies provided by IBN) we use a mechanism called RedLine. We borrowed the term from RedLine from the worldwide used phrase "Red line", or "cross the red line", which means a figurative point of no return or a limit past which safety can no longer be guaranteed. Each user at the beginning of the simulation, randomly gets their RedLines settled, and that way they define their willingness to accept or reject the refined policies given their personal reasons. Given the complexity, in terms of assets capabilities and tasks requirements, we assume, it is difficult for opportunistic network’s users to write fine-grained policies to define access control on every possible combination of them. In SMD case described in previous section for instance, the asset owner P1, being unable to cope with the complexity of matching SMD’s capabilities and Email submission task’s requirements he opts not to share any of SMD’s capabilities with P2 following personal concerns. Hence, he simply express his constraints at higher level, setting access control policies at the assets level only. The RedLine mechanism, defines the distance between the asset owners’ high-level authorization policies and their "real" willingness to share their assets or subsets of them with their peers.

![Figure 5.7: PNP: IBN OFF vs IBN ON](image)

This assumption is depicted in Figure 5.7. On the left hand side where IBN is inact-
ive, user P1 express his strict constraints, in terms of SMD sharing with P2 through high-level policy rule R1, according to which the requestor user P2 is not allowed to access it and as a consequence he forbids access to any of SMD’s subsystems (namely resources $r_1$, $r_2$ & $r_3$ and their provided capabilities). The PNP, activating IBN mechanism as shown in the right hand side of Figure 5.7 proposes a finer-grained rule $R1'$ according to which the requestor user R2 can access (as the dotted line circles indicate) the necessary SMD subsystem (namely resource $r_3$ and its provided capability) in order to get his task served. The intention of P1 in terms of approving or rejecting the refined $R1'$ is simulated by users’ RedLines mechanism.

IBN mechanism, as mentioned before, attempts to lower barriers, through policy refinement, in order to establish better collaboration through asset sharing (i.e., increase the overall number of served tasks and thus increase the social welfare) while maintaining the compromise from the asset owners point of view at the same levels. Those users that their RedLines are more relaxed compared to their policies represent those who believe that they do not compromise any of their concerns expressed through their strict sharing policies and proceed with accepting the refined ones.

### 5.6.3 Simulation Results

The simulation results are presented through Figures 5.8, 5.9 & 5.10 and the error bars on clustered column charts represent (+ / -) 1 Standard Deviation. In all three experiments, when the IBN mechanism is activated the social welfare in terms of task implementation is higher as expected. As it is shown the effectiveness of IBN is higher in strict environments and decreases as moving to more liberal ones. The IBN OFF columns indicate that only 32% of the total tasks are served meaning that given the need for information of the users only the one third of it can be served by their own resources. For the same setup having IBN ON the proportion of served tasks increases to 50%.
More in details, in first and most strict case Figure 5.8 the margin between dropped and served tasks when IBN is inactive is 36 percentage units. When IBN is active the proportion of dropped and served tasks is even. In the second experiment Figure 5.9 the served tasks proportion outperforms the dropped tasks’ whether the IBN is active or not. With IBN ON however, the proportion of served tasks is 8 percentage units more compared to when IBN is OFF.

Same trend in the last and most liberal case where half of the assets in the opportunistic network are shared with the network’s users. The margin here between IBN ON and IBN OFF cases almost disappears with IBN ON case performing slightly better with 2 percentage units. From the results in Figure 5.10 it is also inferred that for the simulated opportunistic network environment, if the asset sharing ratio is higher than 50% the IBN mechanism has not much to offer, while it is a useful and effective tool in promoting collaboration through asset sharing, for stricter (in terms of asset sharing) environments.
Figure 5.9: IBN effect on social welfare: Asset Sharing 25%

Figure 5.10: IBN effect on social welfare: Asset Sharing 50%
Chapter 6

Conclusion & Future Work

Resource sharing is an important but complex problem to be solved. The problem is exacerbated in a dynamic coalition context, due to multi-partner constraints (imposed by security, privacy and general operational issues) placed on the resources. Policy-Based Management Systems have been proposed as a suitable paradigm to reduce this complexity and provide a means for effective asset sharing. The overall complexity for developing an effective resource sharing model is increased when dealing with a decentralized management approach that enables non IT expert administrators to interfere with resource sharing configurations while operating near or at the organizational edge.

The overarching problem that this thesis deals with, is the development of PBMS techniques and technologies that will allow in a dynamic and transparent way, users that operate in collaborative environments to share their assets through high-level policies. To do so it focused on four sub-problems each one of which relates to different PBMS aspects and was researched separately and presented through chapters 2 to 5.

The first piece of research work dealt with effective ways of resources’ sharing, through high-level policies in collaborating and dynamic environments. The novel resource sharing model, called team-centric sharing model was investigated under the light of smart environment resource sharing, utilized to support responders that operate in unexpected and turbulent emergency operation.

The second piece of research work proposed a policy conflict analysis mechanism that
6.1 Contribution Overview

provides the means for the development of a transparent – in terms of user interaction – model for maintaining unconflicted PBMS. Focusing on multi-partner collaborating environments where the likelihood for conflicting policies is relatively high the proposed mechanism has been designed for efficient – in terms of time complexity – policy conflict analysis. Finally, the piece of research work that concludes this thesis dealt with an interest-based policy negotiation mechanism for enhancing asset sharing while promoting collaboration in coalition environments. We believe it would be useful to propose an IBN approach given that it promotes collaboration when compared with more traditional negotiation approaches such as position-based negotiations and measure its effectiveness, in strict (in terms of asset sharing policies), collaborating environments.

We do not consider the proposal of the user-friendly policy language, presented in Section 3 as one of our key contributions; it mostly provides the enabling technology to our three previous contributions. It looked into a policy language, suitable for distributed policy-based system administration by users operating near or at the organizational edge. We illustrated the language’s expressiveness and user friendliness writing policies for sharing resources under the spectrum of an army related scenario.

The following sections provide an overview of this thesis contributions, point out potential future directions and conclude this thesis with some remarks.

6.1 Contribution Overview

**Team-drive Asset Sharing:** We presented the team-centric sharing model; a novel, policy-based asset sharing scheme inspired from military operations, based on the edge C2 model. This asset sharing approach shifts decision making power regarding assets’ access control to the edge of organizations, thus allowing for more dynamic formation of teams and assets sharing patterns to emerge. Although the existing asset sharing models cope with the problem of resources and services sharing among collaborative
organizations in a secure and confidential manner, they do not address directly highly dynamic environments. Thus, they are likely to fail or encounter difficulties in being applied to those cases due to the extra overhead that is needed in order for all of them to comply with dynamic and frequent environmental changes. Differently, the team-centric sharing model due to its event-driven formation nature does not present any overhead regardless the frequency of the environmental changes.

We formalized, evaluated and compared the novel proposed asset sharing model, with the traditional approach investigating its impact on policy enabled Multi-Sensor Task Allocation protocol. In particular, with this piece of research work, we found that while the traditional ownership model allows slightly better performance, the difference is only marginal, so a team-sharing model offers a viable alternative sharing approach for dynamic and collaborative scenarios.

**CE-based Policy Conflict Analysis:** Responding to the characteristics of the scenarios this thesis looks into, we presented a policy conflict analysis based on a Controlled English approach. Although the problem of maintaining unconflicted PBMS has been thoroughly researched the last two decades, which as a result enriched the literature with many alternative approaches, none of them addresses directly environments that this thesis deals with. Coping with highly dynamic and heterogeneous – in terms of policy authoring authorities – environments, which as a consequence implies a potentially highly conflicting PBMS, we presented a time efficient policy conflict analysis mechanism. Moreover, the environments that this thesis focuses on are populated by non IT expert users so a more transparent approach compared to the state-of-the-art is required.

Exploiting the semantics of CE and combining it with its hybrid ways of reasoning, we were armed with a set of tools for developing a time efficient, discrete and sequentially executed policy conflict analysis algorithms. The superior to naive (in terms of policies’ comparison) approaches, CE-based, discipline independent and able to be used in generic PBMS middleware, policy conflict analysis was evaluated and presen-
6.2 Future Research Directions

This section presents ways and ideas in which the work in this thesis can be extended and further investigated. Potential future directions are summarized below:

**CE Policy Language:** Although we examined the expressiveness of CE policy language and we claimed that it constitutes a user-friendlier approach compared to predecessors, we did not perform any formal evaluation to justify our claim. We are planning to conduct human-led experiments, with undergraduate university students, to compare CE policy language with other formal policy representations in terms of their user-friendliness. A measurable, will be the time needed for users to decently learn how to express policy rules with CE and other representations, while an additional, interest point to look into in such an experiment is to measure the readability of CE expressed policies and compare it with others when users have zero training.

**Interest-based Policy Negotiation:** In summary the proposed IBN mechanism provides an effective policy negotiation tool for revising asset sharing policies in dynamic, multi-party environments. Although there is rich literature on negotiation protocols in autonomous MAS, there is very limited and no mature work done on policy negotiation. We strongly believe that policy negotiation is an important feature to have, interfacing seamlessly with PBMS and existing policies, because this is where the core component of the system’s management logic resides. The proposed IBN negotiation unlike the traditional PBN approaches tackles the problem of negotiation by focusing on “why negotiate for” rather than on “what to negotiate for”, aiming to lead negotiating parties to win-win solutions, promoting collaboration. We concluded that policy IBN is a useful and effective tool in terms of promoting collaboration through asset sharing, for strict in terms of sharing environments.
6.2 Future Research Directions

**PBMS Development:** We proposed herein components that can be used in PBMS development. We did not develop a final prototype that can apply policy-based management. It is not very research oriented work but in the near future we plan to integrate our work with the WPML framework, developed by collaborators in IBM Watson Research Lab. By merging the our technologies with their framework, we intent to achieve a more intelligent, efficient and transparent PBMS that fits better in dynamic and distributed environments.

**Interest-based Policy Negotiation:** Moreover, there are plans for extending the IBN steps with regards to broadening the negotiation space considering heuristics related to users and their characteristics such as their team affiliation, that can improve IBN’s effectiveness through sharing assets and their provided service horizontally (e.g. inner-team) unlike the current vertical (i.e., user-to-user) approach. The policy IBN work is going to be implemented and integrated the following months in a big “Capstone" demo, which will summarize technologies that emerged from ITA project the last decade.

**Policy Refinement:** We have recently started, looking into another issue related to policy-based management, this of Policy Refinement, which is still in progress. The policy refinement problem as addressed in [82, 23] describes the methodologies for building policy hierarchies so that to refine abstract, high-level policies (like the ones this thesis mostly deals with) into more technical, fine-grained, executable policies. We believe that, by utilizing CE as the means for defining both, the managed system and the policies that govern it and its semantics and the ability to build hierarchies of concepts will be helpful in developing a transparent and automatic mechanism for concepts decomposition and thus policy refinement.
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